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1.! EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This 3-term Master's degree in Criminology and Social Justice at Ryerson University will train students to 
critically analyze and understand criminal justice, as well as expose students to how barriers to accessing justice 
can be overcome.  The program has 3 options for competition: Course Option (8 courses); Course and Placement 
Option (7 courses plus placement); and Major Research Paper (MRP) and Course Option (MRP and 6 courses). In 
the classroom, students will explore globally relevant theory, policies, and practices through critical inquiry, 
interdisciplinary connections, and action-oriented research. Outside of the classroom and through field 
placements, students will have the opportunity to witness how research and theory plays out "in action", and 
develop career related and interpersonal-skills that are crucial for success in the workplace. The MA program will 
prepare students for professional and leadership roles in private, public, and non-profit sectors related to social 
justice, including: local communities, NGOs, government, international organizations, the legal profession, and 
academia. It will provide students with the theoretical, methodological, and professional foundations required for 
understanding and improving access to justice. Exposure to different areas of expertise and research topics will 
help students develop practical ideas for their own research undertakings as well as an understating of possible 
future work with community-based organizations, NGOs, and/or government. 

2.! PROPOSAL 
2.1. BASIC INFORMATION 

a. Program General Information 
 Program Name and Degree Designation 

The name of our program is Master of Arts in Criminology and Social Justice. It is housed in the Faculty of 
Arts and administered by the Department of Criminology.  

Program Governance Structure 

An appointed GPD (Graduate Program Director) from within the ranks of the faculty in the Criminology 
Department will administer the graduate program and supervise the Graduate Program Administrator. A 
Graduate Program Council that falls under YSGS Council will be established to vote on operational and 
administrative aspects of the program. 

The faculty members who will be teaching in the program include: 

•!Dr. Idil Atak, Assistant Professor  
•!Dr. Dan Horner, Assistant Professor  
•!Dr. Graham Hudson, Associate Professor  
•!Dr. Tammy Landau, Associate Professor  
•!Dr. Alexandra Orlova, Associate Professor  
•!Dr. Anne-Marie Singh, Associate Professor  
•!Dr. Jane Sprott, Professor 
•!Dr. Sara Thompson, Associate Professor 
•!Dr. Emily van der Meulen, Associate Professor 
•!Dr. Kim Varma, Chair and Associate Professor 
•!Maria Jung, Assistant Professor  
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b. Program Overview 
Rationale for the Program 
The development of this graduate program is one of the Department of Criminology’s main priorities and 
is reflected in the department’s academic plan. The increasing complexity of law, society, and access to 
justice has a number of implications for higher education. As recognized in ‘Our Time to Lead,’ 
Ryerson’s academic plan for 2014-2019, there is a growing demand for highly qualified personnel who 
can “challenge the status quo with new solutions and … apply new ways of thinking that transform the 
world” (p. 3). This requires the delivery of academic and practical knowledge, interdisciplinary 
connections, and practical experiences. As a highly interdisciplinary department with a strong foundation 
in social justice research, community connections, and experiential learning, the Department of 
Criminology is well placed to meet these demands, and is the academic unit taking responsibility for the 
graduate program.  

The Department of Criminology at Ryerson offers a successful undergraduate program, which was 
launched in 2005 with an incoming class of 100 students (20 above the target), and an entering average of 
78%. Since then, the program has flourished with an incoming cohort with an average of 86% and a target 
of 135 students for the 2015-16 year.  We have witnessed a 13.0% increase each year over the past two 
years of students choosing criminology at Ryerson as their first choice.  

Moreover, the undergraduate program has been extremely successful in attracting and retaining excellent 
students. We have a ratio of 26 applicants to every one registrant and a 79% retention rate into 3rd year. 
The department has also been able to attract high calibre faculty from a range of criminology-related 
disciplines including law, sociology, women’s studies, history, and criminology. Within an overall 
climate of declining undergraduate applications across Ontario, interest in the field of criminology and 
social justice has remained strong and continues to grow. There is an opportunity here to capitalize on the 
incredible interest in studying criminology at Ryerson. Our mission is to prepare students for professional 
and leadership roles in private, public, and non-profit sectors related to social justice, including: local 
communities, NGOs, government, international organizations, the legal profession, criminal justice 
agencies, and academia. We have a first-rate undergraduate program and exceptional faculty and staff. 
Similar to the keen interest in undergraduate criminology, there is great interest in graduate work in this 
program by current and former students, and the faculty members themselves. For these reasons, we are 
now committed to offering a criminology and social justice graduate program. It is our aim to foster 
excellence in graduate studies, with a special focus on social justice, in order to effectively attract and 
retain high-quality students, and realize continued progress for both faculty and students in their scholarly 
and research endeavours.  

The field of Criminology is burgeoning and, with the exception of Ryerson, all of the universities that 
offer undergraduate programs in Criminology in southern Ontario (Toronto, York, Guelph, UOIT, Wilfrid 
Laurier University - Brantford) offer graduate programs in Criminology as well. It is important to note 
that while UOIT and Wilfrid Laurier University - Brantford launched their undergraduate Criminology 
programs after Ryerson did, both already have graduate criminology programs in place. A graduate 
program of our own will make us more competitive with other criminology programs in southern Ontario.  

We are uniquely positioned to offer a graduate program that is distinct from other programs in the Greater 
Toronto Area and, in many respects, from other programs in Ontario and across the country. In keeping 
with Ryerson’s tradition of being deeply connected to one of the world’s most culturally and linguistically 
diverse urban centres, the stand-alone Criminology graduate program will be clearly social justice 
oriented and will provide students with the theoretical, methodological, and professional foundations 
required for understanding various forms of inequalities as they intersect with the criminal justice system, 
and improving access to justice. Our graduate program will combine theoretical and legal training in 
Criminology and socio-legal studies, with practical, real world knowledge and experience. Our program 
will provide a flexible option for those seeking a professional designation or those who wish to pursue a 
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doctoral degree. Optional field placement positions that provide experiential learning opportunities are a 
key feature of our graduate program. They will complement classroom learning and give students the 
chance to apply knowledge while developing valuable networking, mentoring, and career-related skills.  

Moreover, a Criminology graduate program at Ryerson will provide students and faculty with the 
intellectual environment to carry out interdisciplinary scholarly work in Criminology and social justice 
that fosters creative thought, innovation, and greater opportunity. It will also be instrumental in terms of 
attracting additional high quality students at the undergraduate level. As discussed below, our program 
aims to provide exceptional academic training for tomorrow’s leaders, with an eye toward developing the 
skill sets necessary to achieve a more inclusive and equitable society. 

Rationale for Offering Program as it Relates to Societal Need 

We are witnessing profound changes - both globally and locally - in the scale, scope, and ambitions of 
social justice. Increasing social complexity has produced equally complex problems, including the 
marginalization and exclusion of diverse groups of people from legal, social, and political processes and 
institutions. Yet, procedural reforms and innovative measures adopted in Canada and abroad demonstrate 
that the criminal justice system has the potential to meet many of the needs of disadvantaged groups. 
These developments lead to a better understanding of the challenges in the field of criminology and social 
justice, and, ultimately, to more protective and inclusive policies and practices affecting disadvantaged 
groups in local, national, regional, and international contexts.  

In addition, over the last few decades, the governance of nations, regions, and municipalities has become 
increasingly intricate. Governments, as well as the non-governmental and non-profit sectors, have had to 
find new ways of accommodating social, environmental, economic, political, and justice issues. This is 
especially true in urban Ontario, where rapidly changing demographics and social values require 
innovative solutions, and where issues related to social welfare, immigration, and social and criminal 
justice have made the tasks of governance more complex. 

Increasingly, governments have turned to the non-profit and voluntary sectors to deliver services formerly 
undertaken by governments directly. In response to these changes, Ryerson’s interdisciplinary 
Criminology and Social Justice graduate program will help to prepare a new generation of decision-
makers, critical thinkers, and innovators to deal with the new and ever-changing realities facing their 
communities, cities, regions, nations, and the world at large.  

More specifically, our 3-term Master’s degree in Criminology and Social Justice at Ryerson University 
will train students to critically analyze and understand criminal justice processes, practices, programs, and 
services; the implications of cultural and social diversity for justice and equity within and outside of the 
system; the emerging role of communities, not-for-profit, and private-sector agencies in delivering justice; 
and the increasing politicization of criminal justice issues. Special emphasis will be placed on the impact 
of structural inequalities (e.g., gender, race, class, legal status, sexual orientation) on individuals, 
communities, and criminal justice outcomes. In line with Ryerson’s aim to foster a campus-wide culture 
of social innovation, the program will raise awareness on the importance of breaking cycles of violence. It 
will explore opportunities for strengthening national and local capacities for violence prevention and 
conflict management. The MA in Criminology and Social Justice is committed to promote human rights, 
diversity, and inclusion with a view to removing organizational barriers to justice at local, national, and 
international levels. The program will expose students to research and innovative thinking on how barriers 
to accessing justice might be overcome.  

Exposure to different areas of expertise and research topics will help students develop practical ideas for 
their own research undertakings, as well as an understanding of possible future work with community-
based organizations, NGOs, and/or government. The program also aims at bringing the curriculum to life 
for students, through a field placement/experiential learning approach that will complement and 
supplement the scholarly knowledge, theory, and research they are exposed to in the classroom. Field 
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placements will also enable students to apply classroom knowledge to work situations, reality-test career 
options, network, develop skills, and gain experience that is not available through coursework alone. See 
Appendix A for a listing of the diverse array of potential community partners with which our students 
may hold field placement positions. 

The Department of Criminology graduate program’s goals are in line with Ryerson University’s mission: 
“to serve societal needs by providing career-related and professional education…responding to the 
demands of highly skilled, critical thinkers who can frame increasingly connected, complex problems and 
determine effective solutions” (Ryerson University mission statement). Our graduate program will meet 
an increasing societal demand for the field of social justice and governance. It will prepare students for 
professional and leadership roles in private, public, and non-profit sectors related to social justice, 
including: local communities, NGOs, government, international organizations, the legal profession, 
criminal justice agencies, and academia.  

Learning Outcomes 

The learning outcomes of the curriculum developed for the Master of Arts in Criminology and Social 
Justice reflect Ryerson University’s Degree Level Expectations for graduate programs. Each of the 
courses within the curriculum, as well as the optional field placement and the major research paper 
component (hereafter MRP), have descriptions of learning outcomes associated with each of these degree 
level expectations for graduate programs. In this section, the following information is provided:  

•! A list of the Master of Arts in Criminology and Social Justice learning outcomes; 
•! A chart cross-referencing the program’s learning outcomes to the Graduate Degree Level 

Expectations (GDLEs), explaining how the program design supports the attainment of student 
learning outcomes. 

List of Learning Outcomes 

1    General 

1a.!Demonstrate an understanding of, and contribute to, ongoing critical debates within criminology 
and cognate fields. 

1b.!Use substantive disciplinary knowledge and professional skills to overcome barriers to social 
justice in local, national, and global contexts. 

1c.!Conduct independent and policy-relevant theoretical, practical, qualitative, and/or quantitative 
research. 

1d.!Work in solidarity with local communities, civil society, policy-makers, and other stakeholders in 
order to design innovative solutions to recurring social problems. 

1e.! Synthesize and disseminate research (theoretical and applied) in a variety of formats, including 
academic, policy-based, public, and new media platforms. 

2    MRP Option 

2a.! Synthesize and disseminate original research (theoretical and applied) to a variety of  
 audiences in a variety of formats, including academic, policy-based, and new media.   

3    Course Only and Field Placement 

3a.!Demonstrate appropriate and effective interpersonal communication in complex situations. 
3b.!Value the insights, culture, experience, and practices of community service organizations and the 

individuals/communities they assist.  
3c.!Demonstrate an understanding of, and contribute to, ongoing critical debates within criminology 

and cognate fields. 
3d.!Use substantive disciplinary knowledge and professional skills to overcome barriers to social 

justice in local, national, and global contexts. 
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4 Professional Capacity/Autonomy 

4a.!Demonstrate appropriate and effective interpersonal communication in complex situations. 
4b.!Value the insights, culture, experience, and practices of community service organizations and the 

individuals/communities they assist.  
4c.!Demonstrate an understanding of, and contribute to, ongoing critical debates within criminology 

and cognate fields. 
4d.!Use substantive disciplinary knowledge and professional skills to overcome barriers to social 

justice in local, national, and global contexts. 

5 Level of Communication Skills 

5a.!Demonstrate appropriate and effective interpersonal communication in complex situations. 
5b.!Value the insights, culture, experience, and practices of community service organizations and the 

individuals/communities they assist.  

6 Professional Capacity 

6a.!Demonstrate an understanding of, and contribute to, ongoing critical debates within criminology 
and cognate fields. 

6b.!Synthesize and disseminate research (theoretical and applied) in a variety of formats, including 
academic, policy-based, public, and new media platforms. 

6c.!Value the insights, culture, experience, and practices of community service organizations and the 
individuals/communities they assist.  

6d.!Use substantive disciplinary knowledge and professional skills to overcome barriers to social 
justice in local, national, and global contexts. 
 

The following table provides a detailed overview of the Graduate Degree-Level Expectations (GDLEs) 
for the Master’s program in Criminology and Social Justice, along with cross-referenced program 
outcomes addressing each GDLE, and a breakdown of how the program design supports the attainment of 
student learning outcomes. 
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Graduate Degree-Level Expectations (GDLEs) 

This degree is awarded to students who have demonstrated: 

GDLEs& GDLEs&explained&

Cross2referenced&
program&outcomes&
addressing&each&
GDLE&

How&the&program&design&supports&the&attainment&of&student&learning&outcomes&&

1.!Depth&and&
Breadth&of&
Knowledge&

A!systematic!
understanding!of!
knowledge,!including,!
where!appropriate,!
relevant!knowledge!
outside!the!field!and/or!
discipline,!and!a!critical!
awareness!of!current!
problems!and/or!new!
insights,!much!of!which!
are!at,!or!informed!by,!the!
forefront!of!their!academic!
discipline,!field!of!study,!or!
area!of!professional!
practice.!

1a,!1b,!1c,!1d,!1e!

!

2a,!

3c,!3d!

6a,6b,6d!

!

Depth!and!breadth!of!knowledge!obtained!through!the!successful!completion!of!
coursework!requirement.!

Course!Option:!8!courses;!!
Course!and!Placement!Option:!7!courses!and!placement;!and!!
Major!Research!Project!(MRP)!Option:!6!courses!and!MRP)!!
(as!described!in!Appendix!D)!

The!coursework!includes!the!following!mandatory!components:!
P!Criminology!and!Social!Justice!Seminar;!
P!Critical!Engagement!with!Criminological!Theories;!
P!Quantitative!Research!Methods!(required!to!choose!this!one!or!the!Qualitative);!
P!Qualitative!Research!Methods!(required!to!choose!this!one!or!the!Quantitative).!

This!degree!level!expectation!will!also!be!obtained!and!demonstrated!through!the!
successful!completion!of!the!following!courses/program!options:!

Field!placement;!Justice!Policy;!Inequality,!Social!Justice!&!Criminal!Justice;!Graduate!
Special!Topics!Seminar!(examples!of!such!seminars!can!be!found!in!Appendix!D);!
Practitioners!Seminar;!Directed!Studies;!approved!graduate!level!courses!offered!in!
other!departments.!

Our!curriculum!covers!a!wide!variety!of!theoretical!and!methodological!approaches.!
Students!will!develop!a!comprehensive!understanding!of!the!interdisciplinary!nature!
of!criminology!and!social!justice,!a!critical!working!knowledge!of!different!theoretical!
perspectives,!research!methodologies,!and!key!concepts!well!as!professional!capacity!
through!the!following!teaching!methods!and!organized!events:!small!group!work,!
collaborative/!cooperative!learning,!debate/discussion,!problemPbased!learning,!the!
October!student!conference!(as!discussed!in!the!broader!program!overview),!role!
play,!films!and!videos,!podcasts!and!other!technology!based!methods,!active!learning!
exercises,!case!studies,!lectures,!guest!speakers,!experiential!learning,!independent!
study,!selfPdirected!learning,!working!directly!with!communities!and!community!
organizations!(via,!for!example,!field!placements).!

The!assignments!and!assessments!are!designed!to!foster!critical!debates!within!
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criminology!and!cognate!fields,!develop!students’!disciplinary!knowledge,!
professional!skills,!collaborative!work!abilities!as!well!as!their!research!and!
communication!skills.!The!assignment!and!assessments!include:!annotated!
bibliography,!case!study,!course!readings,!MRP/research!project,!critical!analysis!and!
reflection!papers,!research!papers,!peer!feedback,!role!play,!oral!presentations,!
guiding!class!discussion,!experiments,!field!experience,!field!work,!independent!
study,!working!directly!with!communities!and!community!organizations!(via,!for!
example,!field!placements).!

2.!Research&&&
Scholarship&

A!conceptual!
understanding!and!
methodological!
competence!that:!
a)!enables!a!working!
comprehension!of!how!
established!techniques!
of!research!and!inquiry!
are!used!to!create!and!
interpret!knowledge!in!
the!discipline;!

2a!
!
3c!!
&

Research!and!scholarship!is!demonstrated!by!how!our!MA!students!comprehend!
how!research!and!inquiry!techniques!are!used!to!create!knowledge!in!the!discipline,!
how!they!critically!evaluate!research!and!scholarship!in!the!discipline,!and!how!they!
treat!complex!issues!based!on!established!principles.!

This!degree!level!expectation!will!be!obtained!and!demonstrated!via!the!MRP!option!
(if!applicable)!which!will!provide!students!with!advanced,!independent!research,!
writing,!and!oral!communication!skills.!Students!will!be!able!to:!articulate!a!clear!
hypothesis!or!an!overall!goal!for!their!MRP,!acquire!knowledge!on!the!relevant!
literature!and!concepts,!interpret!data/outcomes,!and!critically!analyse!the!
limitations!of!the!approaches!used.!

This!degree!level!expectation!will!also!be!obtained!and!demonstrated!via!student!
participation!in!the!following!graduate!level!courses:!Criminology!&!Social!Justice!
Seminar;!Critical!Engagement!with!Criminological!Theories;!Quantitative!Research!
Methods,!Qualitative!Research!Methods,!Graduate!Special!Topics!Seminar,!and!
Practitioners!Seminar.!Students!will!learn!and!demonstrate!the!ability!to!conduct!
research!and!scholarship!through!assignments!and!assessments!such!as:!critical!
analysis!and!reflection!papers,!research!papers,!course!readings,!oral!presentations,!
guiding!class!discussion,!literature!reviews,!field!experience,!and!independent!study.!

In!addition!to!the!abovePmentioned!outcomes,!students!will!also!have!the!
opportunity!to!develop!their!quantitative!or!qualitative!research!methods!skills,!
depending!on!their!research!interests.!To!give!an!example,!in!the!quantitative!
research!methods!course,!students!will!learn!quantitative!research!skills!through!
handsPon!experience!designing!a!survey!and/or!utilizing!an!existing!dataset,!analyzing!
the!data!with!quantitative!software!(e.g.,!SPSS,!SAS,!etc.),!and!applying!critical,!social!
justice!perspectives!to!the!results.!The!course!will!advance!students’!methodological!
and!statistical!knowledge!and!skills.!

The!following!teaching!methods!will!enhance!research!and!scholarship:!small!group!
work,!collaborative/cooperative!learning,!debate/discussion,!problemPbased!
learning,!role!play,!films!and!videos,!podcasts!and!other!technologyPbased!methods,!
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active!learning!exercises,!case!studies,!lectures,!guest!speakers,!experiential!learning,!
independent!study,!selfPdirected!learning,!field!placements,!October!student!
conference.!

& b)!enables!a!critical!
evaluation!of!current!
research!and!advanced!
research!and!scholarship!
in!the!discipline!or!area!
of!professional!
competence;!and!

2a!
3c!!
6a,!6b!

Teaching!Methods:!small!group!work,!collaborative/!cooperative!learning,!
debate/discussion,!problemPbased!learning,!role!play,!films!and!videos,!podcasts!and!
other!technology!based!methods,!active!learning!exercises,!case!studies,!lectures,!
guest!speakers,!experiential!learning,!independent!study,!selfPdirected!learning,!selfP
paced!learning,!field!placements.!

Assignments!&!Assessments:!MRP/research!project,!critical!analysis!and!reflection!
papers,!research!papers,!course!readings,!MRP,!critical!analysis!and!reflection!papers,!
oral!presentations,!guiding!class!discussion,!literature!reviews,!field!placements,!field!
experience,!field!work,!independent!study,!annotated!bibliography.!

& c)!enables!a!treatment!of!
complex!issues!and!
judgments!based!on!
established!principles!
and!techniques;!and,!

2a!
6a,6b!

Teaching!Methods:!small!group!work,!collaborative/cooperative!learning,!
debate/discussion,!problemPbased!learning,!role!play,!films!and!videos,!podcasts!and!
other!technology!based!methods,!active!learning!exercises,!case!studies,!lectures,!
guest!speakers,!experiential!learning,!independent!study,!selfPdirected!learning,!selfP
paced!learning,!field!placements,!October!student!conference.!

Assignments!&!Assessments:!MRP/research!project,!critical!analysis!and!reflection!
papers,!research!papers,!course!readings,!MRP,!critical!analysis!and!reflection!papers,!
oral!presentations,!guiding!class!discussion,!literature!reviews,!field!placements,!field!
experience,!field!work,!independent!study,!annotated!bibliography.!

& On!the!basis!of!that!
competence,!has!shown!at!
least!one!of!the!following:!
development!and!support!
of!a!sustained!argument!in!
written!form;!OR!
originality!in!the!
application!of!knowledge.!

2a! Teaching!Methods:!independent!study,!selfPdirected!learning,!selfPpaced!learning,!
discussion,!debate,!research!project,!October!student!conference.!

Assignments!&!Assessments:!MRP/research!project,!annotated!bibliography.!

3.! Level&of&
Application&of&
Knowledge&

Competence!in!the!
research!process!by!
applying!an!existing!body!
of!knowledge!in!the!critical!
analysis!of!a!new!question!
or!of!a!specific!problem!or!
issue!in!a!new!setting.!

3a,!3b,!3c,!3d!!

!

Application!of!knowledge!is!reflected!in!students!who!are!able!to!achieve!a!level!of!
competence!beyond!that!of!the!undergraduate!level.!!

This!degree!level!expectation!will!be!obtained!and!demonstrated!via!the!successful!
completion!of:!Criminology!&!Social!Justice!Seminar;!Critical!Engagement!with!
Criminological!Theories;!Quantitative!Research!Methods;!Qualitative!Research!
Methods;!Graduate!Special!Topics!Seminar;!Practitioners!Seminar;!Directed!Studies;!
relevant!and!approved!graduate!level!courses!offered!in!other!departments;!Field!
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! placement.!For!instance,!the!required!seminar!on!Critical!Engagement!with!
Criminological!Theories!will!not!only!broadening!students’!understandings!of!
criminological!theories,!it!will!also!expand!students’!critical!thinking!skills!in!relation!
to!the!theoretical!foundations!of!the!field!of!Criminology.!Students!will!be!able!to!
draw!on!competing!theories!to!analyze!historical!and!contemporary!issues!with!a!
special!focus!on!social!justice,!critically!evaluating!how!they!shape!both!individual!
and!institutional!responses!to!the!criminal!justice!system!and!understandings!of!
crime!and!criminality.!

The!following!assignments!and!assessments!aim!at!enhancing!the!achievement!of!the!
expectations:!annotated!bibliography,!case!study,!course!readings,!MRP/research!
project,!critical!analysis!and!reflection!papers,!research!papers,!peer!feedback,!role!
play,!oral!presentations,!guiding!class!discussion,!experiments,!field!experience,!field!
work,!independent!study,!working!directly!with!communities!and!community!
organizations!(via,!for!example,!field!placements).!!

Upon!successful!completion!of!their!coursework,!field!placement!and!MRP!(if!
applicable),!students!will!be!able!to!understand!and!critically!analyze!relevant!
concepts,!theories!and!questions,!but!also!barriers!to!social!justice!and!how!they!may!
be!addressed.!!

4.!Professional&
Capacity/&
Autonomy&

a.! The!qualities!and!
transferable!skills!
necessary!for!
employment!requiring:!
i)! The!exercise!of!

initiative!and!of!
personal!
responsibility!and!
accountability;!and!

ii)! DecisionPmaking!in!
complex!situations;!!

!

4a,!4b,!4c,!4d! Professional!capacity!will!be!obtained!through!the!successful!completion!of!
coursework!which!involves!practice!in!the!areas!of!personal!responsibility,!decision!
making!and!problem!solving!skills,!intellectual!independence!and!academic!integrity.!
As!mentioned!previously,!all!courses!include!research!and!essayPtype!assessments!
and!teaching!methods!aiming!to!develop!initiative!and!decisionPmaking.!Students!will!
demonstrate!autonomy!by!determining!their!research!topic,!subPproblems,!
strategies,!and!methodologies!for!completing!their!assignments!and!their!MRP!(if!
applicable).!!

Required!seminars!such!as!Quantitative!Research!Methods!will!advance!students’!
transferable!skills!and!personal!responsibility!through!an!engagement!with!
appropriate!and!ethical!framing!of!research!topics!and!areas;!selection!of!suitable!
methods!and!designs!relevant!for!social!justice!research;!data!management!and!
critical!issues!related!to!data!collection,!storage,!retention,!and!ownership.!Students!
who!will!enroll!in!the!Qualitative!Research!Methods!seminar!will!learn!how!collect!
ethical!and!social!justice!data!related!to!criminology!and!the!criminal!justice!system.!
They!will!have!a!better!understanding!of!a!number!of!equityPoriented!
methodological!approaches!in!addition!to!a!diversity!of!data!collection!methods.!In!
addition,!working!directly!with!communities!and!community!organizations!through!
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field!placement,!if!applicable,!will!promote!independent!study,!selfPdirected!learning,!
autonomy,!and!leadership!skills!of!students.!

Leadership!skills!will!also!be!acquired!through!team!projects!as!part!of!their!
coursework,!execution!of!independent!researchPbased!assignments,!and!completion!
of!an!MRP!(if!applicable).!!

Field!placement!(if!applicable)!will!play!an!important!role!in!terms!of!professional!
capacity!and!autonomy!as!it!will!enable!students!to!discover!how!research!operates!
in!practice,!including!structural,!managerial,!and!work!arrangements!in!the!field.!This!
placement!will!provide!students!with!organizational,!or!other!professional!skills!
development!experiences.!

& b.! The!intellectual!
independence!required!
for!continuing!
professional!
development;!

!

4a,!4b,!4c,!4d! As!above!(4a)!

& c.! The!ethical!behaviour!
consistent!with!
academic!integrity!and!
the!use!of!appropriate!
guidelines!and!
procedures!for!
responsible!conduct!of!
research;!and!

4a,!4b,!4c,!4d! As!above!(4a)!

& d.! The!ability!to!
appreciate!the!broader!
implications!of!
applying!knowledge!to!
particular!contexts.!

4a,!4b,!4c,!4d! As!above!(4a)!

5.! Level&of&
Communication&
Skills&

The!ability!to!
communicate!ideas,!issues!
and!conclusions!clearly.!

5a,!5b! This!degree!level!expectation!will!also!be!obtained!and!demonstrated!through!the!
following!teaching!methods:!small!group!work,!collaborative/cooperative!learning,!
debate/!discussion,!problemPbased!learning,!role!play,!active!learning!exercises,!case!
studies,!lectures,!experiential!learning.!

The!assignments!and!assessments!will!enhance!the!level!of!students’!oral!and!written!
communication!skills.!These!include:!interpersonal!communication!via!field!
placements!(if!applicable),!annotated!bibliography,!case!study,!course!readings,!
MRP/research!project!(if!applicable),!critical!analysis!and!reflection!papers,!research!
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papers,!peer!feedback,!role!play,!oral!presentations,!guiding!class!discussion.!

Students!will!also!be!provided!with!the!opportunity!to!present!their!research!at!
conferences/workshops!as!well!as!

participate!in!teaching!undergraduate!curriculum!through!teaching!assistantships!
during!the!course!of!their!studies.!

6.!Awareness&of&
Limits&of&&&&&&
Knowledge&

Cognizance!of!the!
complexity!of!knowledge!
and!of!the!potential!
contributions!of!other!
interpretations,!methods,!
and!disciplines.!

3d!
6a,!6b,!6c,!6d!

Awareness!of!the!limits!of!knowledge!will!be!obtained!through!successful!completion!
of!coursework.!Course!assignments!and!assessments!are!designed!to!highlight!the!
complexity!of!the!Criminology!and!Social!Justice!field!and!to!be!able!to!critically!
analyze!existing!knowledge!and!identify!knowledge!gaps.!MRPs!and!field!placements!
where!applicable!will!enhance!students’!awareness!to!limits!of!knowledge!through!
extensive!and!supervised!research!opportunity,!and!through!field!experience.!In!
addition,!assignments!such!as!annotated!bibliography,!case!study,!reflection!papers,!
peer!feedback,!and!role!play,!are!also!designed!to!raise!students’!awareness!of!limits!
of!knowledge!and!their!ability!to!address!these!limits.!
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Rationale for Offering this Program as it Relates to Ryerson’s Mission and Academic Plan 

The special mission of Ryerson University is to advance applied knowledge and research to address 
societal need, and provide a balance between theory and application with a view to preparing students for 
careers in professional and quasi-professional fields. Our graduate program will promote this mission. We 
will focus on the practical application of theoretical principles and substantive materials being taught in 
the classroom, and we will continue and expand our longstanding tradition of partnering with community-
based organizations and professional associations that will enable our students to be exposed to and 
develop career-related knowledge and the capacity for critical thinking and professional leadership. 

In line with Ryerson’s mandate, our graduate program aims to enhance Ryerson’s reputation as a leading 
centre for applied education through the excellence of its teaching, the relevance of its curriculum, the 
success of its students in achieving their academic and career objectives, and the quality of its scholarship, 
research, and involvement in the broader community. 

Ryerson’s mandate of providing applied, experiential scholarship is well suited to the field of 
criminology. The calibre of students coming into the Criminology undergraduate program is excellent and 
it is imperative that we provide the opportunities that they are expecting with regard to experiential 
learning, support for social enterprises and community-based partnerships, and future graduate 
programming.  

In the following sections, we discuss further the consistency of the graduate program in Criminology and 
Social Justice with the aims, objectives, and principles set forth in Ryerson University’s mission and 
academic plan Our Time to Lead (2014-2019), as well as the Faculty of Arts’ plan. In particular, the 
following sections will focus on three following priority areas highlighted in this document: 1) Enable 
greater student engagement success through exceptional learning experiences; 2) Promote scholarly, 
research, and creative (SRC) excellence, intensity, and impact, and accelerate a collaborative knowledge 
environment; and 3) Build our capacity for innovation and foster community-based engagement through 
curricular opportunities as well as partnerships with community organizations in the field. Each of these 
priority areas will be discussed in turn. 

1. Enable greater student engagement and success through exceptional learning experiences:  

The graduate program in Criminology and Social Justice will foster excellence in graduate studies in 
order to effectively attract and retain high-quality graduate students, and realize continued progress for 
both faculty and students in the Department of Criminology’s scholarly and research endeavours. Indeed, 
our graduate program will provide students with the theoretical, methodological, and professional 
foundations required for understanding various forms of inequality as they intersect with the criminal 
justice system, and improving access to justice. The program will provide graduate students with 
increased opportunities to develop broad transferrable knowledge and competencies in these areas. 

Our program accords with Ryerson’s tradition of societally-relevant and career-oriented education. In line 
with Ryerson’s academic plan Our Time to Lead (2014-2019), the MA in Criminology and Social Justice 
will be professionally relevant and lead to careers in professional and quasi-professional fields. Moreover, 
our MA degree will help students acquire the skills necessary for a career in the public sector, advocacy 
groups, and other organizations that interact with the public sector, as well as within academia.  

We will offer progressive student experience and supports, through a combination of rigorous academic 
training, field placement positions, and experiential learning opportunities within and outside of the 
classroom. Our graduate program will help students develop essential research and professional skills, 
receive mentoring, supervision, training, and support, and play an integral and vital role in faculty SRC 
activities. For instance, our graduate qualitative and quantitative research methods course will focus on 
developing students’ methodological skills in order to critically evaluate criminological and social justice 
research. Particular emphasis will be placed on learning how to read, interpret, and analyze research and 
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the role that social justice and equity-based research approaches play in the development of 
criminological and socio-legal knowledge. The goal of these courses will be to reduce the tendency of 
many “users” of social science research to skip over the methods and results sections in both qualitative 
and quantitative publications and to accept, uncritically, the author’s inferences about the findings. With 
advanced methodological training students can gain an understanding of some of ways in which questions 
are answered in criminological research, as well as the limitations of any one approach. 

Professionally-related electives will give students extensive multidisciplinary learning opportunities 
throughout their graduate program. Thus, in addition to the mandatory program courses, students can 
choose courses from a range of subject areas that complement their professional studies and broaden their 
career preparation.  

The interdisciplinary backgrounds of the faculty in the Department of Criminology provides the breadth 
and depth for graduate students to pursue diverse research interests and the capacity to specialize in core 
areas of curriculum such as: international perspectives on crime, law, human rights, irregular migration 
and refugee protection; Canadian national security law and policy; the criminalization of sex workers and 
international human trafficking; harm reduction approaches in justice systems; youth justice policy and 
the administration of criminal justice; public perceptions of crime and justice; victims and the justice 
system; policing and ‘race’, women’s studies, and Indigenous justice; violence and communities; and 
historical studies on public order, political culture, and urban governance. Several of our faculty members 
are also leading scholars in the burgeoning field of radicalization/counter-terrorism scholarship in Canada, 
an area that is quickly gaining traction within the discipline of Criminology.                          

Experiential learning (EL) will be a key feature of our graduate program, which will have a strong 
commitment to providing experiential and skills-based opportunities throughout the curriculum. For 
example, in addition to field placement, there will also be opportunities for in class role-plays, drafting 
and critical analysis of documents relevant to professional activities, discussion and practical examples of 
client-based or other inter-personal communication in the field, and critical reflection of these activities. 
Our faculty have provided EL activities for our undergraduate students in a variety of capacities, 
including: assisting in conference organization and participation in conference presentations (for example, 
the Moot court and criminal law practice seminar); “experiential” course assignments (such as attending 
the Aboriginal Persons Court and submitting a paper that links their observations with key course themes 
and readings); service learning and in-class learning and role playing with guest lecturers/practitioners 
(for example, cross/examining witnesses, submit Charter motions, conduct bail hearings with judges and 
lawyers); uploading student papers (after revision and with their formal consent) to the website of the 
Canadian Association for Refugee and Forced Migration Studies (CARFMS) Online Research and 
Teaching Tools; various Research Assistant opportunities; participation on the Department of 
Criminology’s EL committee; helping develop zone education initiatives for the Faculty of Arts (Social 
Ventures); and assisting/facilitating student volunteer activities through our extensive network of 
community/organizational contacts. We will draw on and expand these valuable EL experiences within 
the framework of our graduate program courses. 

In addition, many of our faculty conduct community-based research which they bring into the classroom 
and curriculum, thereby providing students with concrete, local examples of the theoretical concepts and 
social issues they study. Further, our faculty have extensive connections with community advocates and 
organizations, who will engage with our students in many ways – from in-class guest lectures and panel 
discussants, as visiting scholars and fellows in the department of Criminology, and through other formal 
and informal dialogue and networking opportunities.  

Our MA curriculum will also feature a ‘Practitioners Seminar’ where we will invite practitioners from a 
variety of criminology and social justice oriented fields to discuss working in their field, and the 
application of substantive knowledge in the field to the actual work experience. This seminar will also be 
available to students who opt for a field placement, so that part of the learning occurs outside of the 
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academy and some within.  

Our MA curriculum will also offer two separate courses on research methods for graduate students, as 
noted above: one, a course on quantitative methods and the other, a qualitative methods course and both 
will be offered in the 2nd semester. Students will be required to take one of these courses. As was raised in 
the PRT report, “conducting independent and policy-relevant research” (p. 5) is an important skill for 
graduate students to acquire for future work. While experiential components have been built in to most of 
our course offerings, the two research methods classes are specifically designed to provide students with 
the skill sets required to conduct an MRP, as well as a future doctoral dissertation and/or primary research 
within their respective workplaces.  

The graduate program will offer flexible electives designed for individual students who may wish to take 
a course related to their area of concentration that is not satisfied through the Department of 
Criminology’s graduate course offerings. For example, the Directed Studies course will normally be a 
reading course under the direct supervision of an assigned faculty member with expertise in the chosen 
subject field. The course requirements will be negotiated on an individual basis with the supervising 
faculty member, in consultation with the Graduate Program Director. Additional Optional Courses will 
allow students to enroll in MA or PhD level courses offered in other programs (provided that they also 
complete the mandatory courses required for the MA in Criminology and Social Justice), for example 
Immigration and Settlement Studies, Social Work, Public Policy and Administration, Communication and 
Culture, or Policy Studies.  

2. Promote scholarly, research and creative (SRC) excellence, intensity and impact, and accelerate a 
collaborative knowledge environment 

The graduate program in criminology and social justice will be integral to the long-term success and 
sustainability of the Department of Criminology’s robust SRC culture. Of key importance to students’ 
professional and scholarly development is the opportunity to work with faculty members on funded 
research projects. Our graduate students and faculty members will have the opportunity to engage in 
collaborative and interdisciplinary pursuits. 

Criminology faculty members come from such diverse disciplines as criminology, law & society, politics 
(international relations and security studies), public health, sociology, women’s studies, social work, 
philosophy, history, migration studies, and business. Each maintains significant SRC activities that reflect 
their diverse academic backgrounds and expertise. Over the previous 4 years, external funding and 
research grants by Criminology faculty have varied in size and has been received from a range of sources, 
including the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council, the Canadian Institute for the 
Administration of Justice, Public Safety Canada, Defense Research and Development Canada, 
Metropolis, the Ontario HIV Treatment Network, and the Canadian Institutes of Health Research. Many 
of these grants have been awarded for inter-university collaborative research projects with colleagues at, 
among other places, the University of Toronto’s Centre for Criminological and Sociolegal Studies, 
Laurentian University, McGill University, University of Alberta, and York University (See Appendix E 
for a list of the Department of Criminology SRC activity over the previous 4 years).  

Students enrolled in the graduate program will have the opportunity to work on these and other projects 
with faculty. They will contribute to research that highlights Ryerson’s status as a distinctively urban, 
global, and multicultural institution. In addition, and in line with Ryerson’s aim to foster a campus-wide 
culture of social innovation, the MA in Criminology and Social Justice is committed to promote human 
rights, diversity, and inclusion with a view to removing organizational barriers to justice at local, national, 
and international levels. In fact, research projects conducted by criminology faculty have thus far tended 
to focus on the impacts of state law, policy, and practices on local communities and on the means of 
improving access to justice for members of disadvantaged groups. The benefits of this research include 
the dissemination of theoretical and empirical knowledge, the shaping of state law and policy, the 
cultivation of trust and support between academia and local communities, reinforcing the work of 
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community organizations, the professionalization of student research assistants, and the fuller realization 
of our educational and curricular goals.  

Our SRC activities have produced a wide range of outcomes, including scholarly publications; 
commissioned reports; community outreach projects; improvements to department, faculty, and university 
curricula and teaching; and conference/workshop organization and participation. Faculty members have 
raised the department’s profile by regularly participating in leading national and international 
conferences, such as those hosted by the American Society of Criminology, the Law and Society 
Association, and the Canadian Institute for the Administration of Justice. Faculty members have also been 
involved in conference and workshop organization, including symposiums on the Robert Pickton case, 
Indigenous rights under international law, and human trafficking. Over the last 4 years, our faculty have 
organized 5 conferences, attended, participated, and/or provided the keynote address at 46 
conferences/roundtables; given 16 community presentations on research; acted as external peer reviewers 
for approximately 32 journals, monographs, texts, and/or grant applications. 

Faculty members also regularly publish articles in leading peer-reviewed journals in disciplines such as 
criminology, sociology, and law. In 2013-2014, criminology faculty authored or co-authored 13 peer 
reviewed articles in a variety of scholarly criminology and related journals and 1 edited collection for 
UBC Press. 

In addition to external and internal funding and research grants and a concomitant strong collective 
publication record, our faculty members have a high degree of participation in professional and academic 
societies (e.g., American Society of Criminology, Congress of Social Sciences and Humanities, Canadian 
Law and Society Association, Canadian Institute for the Administration of Justice, Centre for Sex Work 
Research and Policy, and Canadian Association for Refugee and Forced Migration Studies). Acting as 
reviewers for scholarly journals (e.g., International Review of Victimology, Canadian Journal of 
Criminology and Criminal Justice, Canadian Journal of Harm Reduction, Upping the Anti, Journal of 
Research on Crime and Delinquency, Policing, Canadian Journal of Sociology, Canadian Journal of 
Theory and Action, Canadian Journal of Law and Society, Journal of Research on Crime and 
Delinquency, Policing,  British Journal of Criminology, Homicide Studies, Revue Québécoise de droit 
international, Refuge, Osgoode Hall Law Journal, and many more) and participation in community 
organizations are additional ways our faculty members remain current. Moreover, our faculty are 
currently collaborating with several departments within Ryerson, including Social Work, Policy Studies, 
Early Childhood Studies, Centre for Immigration and Settlement, and the Law Research Centre.  

In line with Ryerson University’s clear strategic priorities related to internationalization, our faculty 
members have also been highly active in organizing and attending international conferences, publishing in 
international journals, and in disseminating research findings within and outside of Canada (to various 
levels of government, NGOs, community organizations, etc.). 

These combined experiences culminate in a particularly stimulating intellectual environment in which 
MA students will thrive. To every extent possible, faculty members are given courses to teach that are 
related to their own research, thus ensuring a close fit between teaching and research. Moreover, many 
faculty members engage students in their scholarly endeavours by employing them as research assistants 
or by hiring them to work on special Ryerson-funded projects. 

By way of illustration, since 2014, our faculty provided paid Research Assistant opportunities for over 45 
undergraduate and graduate students and over 60 community-based research assistants. Many of the RA’s 
were hired outside of the department/university, due to the lack of graduate Research Assistants with a 
criminology background. The graduate program in criminology and social justice will therefore allow us 
to hire our own students and offer them the opportunity to be involved in our SRC. The proposed program 
will offer students funding opportunities, through a combination of TA/GA and research assistant 
positions via the extensive funding secured by our faculty.  
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Graduate students will also benefit from the experience and expertise of our faculty, and from significant 
collaboration among faculty (publications, conference organization etc.), consistent personal, 
administrative, and financial support for SRC events every year, and success in attracting external and 
internal research grants. As will be discussed below, though the Department of Criminology does not yet 
have a graduate program, our faculty have been actively involved in graduate level supervision in other 
programs within and outside of Ryerson.  

In short, then, our future graduate students will greatly benefit from the expertise, knowledge, and 
professional networks of the faculty. 

3. Build our capacity for innovation and foster community-based engagement through curricular 
opportunities as well as partnerships with community organizations in the field 

In line with Ryerson University’s mission and academic plan Our Time to Lead (2014-2019), the graduate 
program will promote diversity of knowledge, world views, and experiences in learning and research, and 
will be relevant to changing careers and professions through education. As mentioned above, the 
interdisciplinary backgrounds of our Faculty and multiple approaches offered by our course content pay 
particular attention to local and global communities, initiatives, and realities. At the same time, students 
will also explore globally-relevant theory, policies, and practices through critical inquiry, interdisciplinary 
connections, and action-oriented research. The program will draw on the theories, methods, and practices 
from a broad range of social science disciplines, including criminology, law, history, women’s studies, 
political science, sociology, and social anthropology. 

The graduate program will foster excellence in teaching, research, and other collaborative activities that 
will lead to a better understanding of the challenges in the field of criminology and social justice. Through 
an exploration of how the criminal justice system can meet the needs of disadvantaged groups in local, 
national, regional, and international contexts, our MA program will advocate and nurture innovative 
thinking and approaches designed to create positive social change. It will also encourage graduate 
students to challenge the status quo with new solutions and to apply new ways of thinking to address 
ongoing social justice issues.  

We will strive to stimulate innovation through the education, research, and learning opportunities offered 
to students, and through strengthened interdisciplinary connections and increased partnerships with 
community-based organizations. The option of a field placement position will be a key feature of the 
proposed program, and, as discussed previously, will combine theoretical and legal training in 
criminology and socio-legal studies, with practical, real world knowledge and social justice experience. 
The positions will allow students to apply their training as they gain practical, real world knowledge and 
experience. This objective aligns with Ryerson’s aim to “seek expanded connections with external 
organizations and communities, enriching the university and enhancing the cultural and social well-being 
– and economic vitality – of Toronto and beyond” (Ryerson Academic Plan).  

The field placement option will require our students to complete minimum of 120 hours of field-work. In 
their application letter, students will indicate if they wish to opt for the field placement. This community- 
and experiential-oriented placement will provide students with the option of a placement with an 
organization, for instance, a social justice NGO, an international intergovernmental organization, or 
government agency, and so on, that works directly or indirectly in in an area relevant to their research 
interests relevant to their research interests. The field placement will enable students to discover how 
research operates in practice, including structural, managerial, and work arrangements in the field. This 
placement will foster valuable connections in the field that may possibly lead to future employment 
opportunities. Through an experiential learning approach, the placement will provide students with 
research, organizational, and other professional skills development experiences. 

The field placement will be undertaken in the third semester when all course work is complete. This 
timing is crucial as the completion of coursework will enhance students’ knowledge and critical skills 
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prior to their placement. It is expected that students who completed their course work would have greater 
skills as well as availability to demonstrate the integration of theory and practice required by their field 
placement. 

See Appendix A for a listing of the organizations with which our 11 faculty members have working 
relationships, and which might host field placement students.   

These connections will enhance field placement opportunities through which students will have the 
opportunity to understand how research and theory “on the books” play out “in action”, and develop 
career-related and interpersonal-skills that are crucial for success in the workplace. We have already 
contacted a number of potential community partners regarding the field placement course. Several 
organizations, including Ontario Metropolis Centre (CERIS), FCJ Refugee Centre, and YMCA Greater 
Toronto, expressed their interest in and support of the field placement initiative.  

The field placement option will be assessed according to the graduate degree level expectations (Policy 
112). The 120 hours in the field will allow students to consider their professional capacity in terms of 
decision making, ethical behaviour in professional settings, and how current research relates to the 
advancement of the profession. While in the field, they will also be exposed to the possibilities and 
limitations of professional practice.  

The Graduate Program Director (GPD) will organize an initial meeting with the student before the field 
placement to discuss the aims and objectives of the placement, as well as the expectations, and they will 
also meet with the student in person at the end of the placement. These meetings give the student and the 
GPD a chance to discuss what the student initially wants to accomplished and later if the expectations 
were met. The evaluation will provide a good opportunity for the student to reflect on the field placement 
work.  

On completion of the field placement, students will be required to write a reflection paper that applies 
academic research to the practical issues they may have faced in their placement, which will be reviewed 
and commented upon by the GPD. The written reflection component will assess their level of 
communication skills, application of knowledge to a specific setting, and awareness of the complexity of 
knowledge in the field as well as its limitations.  

In order to further assess oral communication skills and to provide an outlet for disseminating this 
knowledge to graduate peers, we will organize a conference to be held every October which will be an 
opportunity for field placement students as well as all other students (MRP and course-based) to discuss 
their reflections and observations (whether through field placement or though researching a particular 
issue in a course or MRP) and present these findings to each other in a collaborative way so that there is a 
merging of practical reflection of field work and critical reflection based upon academic examination. 
This conference will be held in October so that the incoming graduate cohort will be able to engage in 
these discussions with outgoing students to allow for the dissemination of knowledge and practice 
through the cohorts and to create a network of support for graduate students. 

Anticipated Demand for the Program 

Since 2005-2006, the criminology undergraduate has proven to be one of the most popular programs in 
the Faculty of Arts. We anticipate demand for the graduate program to begin strong and to grow. 

Anticipated graduate student clientele includes Ryerson criminology undergraduates. It is common for our 
undergraduates to express a desire to continue their scholarly development by pursuing a Master’s degree 
with our department. In the absence of such an offering, many of our students go on to further education 
by attending law school (Osgoode Hall, Dalhousie University, University of Windsor, University of 
Ottawa) or graduate studies in disciplines such as Criminology (University of Toronto, University of 
Windsor); strategic studies (Centre for Military and Strategic Studies at the University of Calgary); 
immigration and settlement studies (Ryerson University); public policy and administration (Ryerson 
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University); journalism (Ryerson University); and doctoral studies in law (Queen’s University, Belfast). 
An MA in Criminology and Social Justice would thus fill a distinct void in our department, and at 
Ryerson more generally.  

In order to provide an estimate of student interest in an MA Criminology and Social Justice program, an 
anonymous survey was sent to all Ryerson Criminology undergraduates and Ryerson 
Criminology/Criminal Justice Alumni through survey monkey (full results of the data and all qualitative 
comments can be found in Appendix D). The undergraduate survey was opened on April 22 and closed 
on April 28, 2015 (a total of 7 days) and we received 100 responses out of a sample of 575 students.    

The undergraduate survey data indicates enormous support for an MA program in Criminology (91% 
would apply to an MA in Criminology at Ryerson and 71.43% would consider Ryerson Criminology to be 
their first choice). Open-ended comments also indicated a keen interest in a field placement program. The 
following comment is illustrative of many of the students’ views: 

When I was reading the Master's program choices for Ryerson, I was really hoping that 
there would be a "Masters in Criminology Program" here at Ryerson because I've learned 
a great deal here during my 4 years, met great professors, friendly peers, etc. However, 
since there was no Criminology Program, I didn't really know what to expect going into 
another University, and therefore, I decided not to apply to any other universities at this 
time. At this moment, since I am graduating in June, I plan to gain some real life work 
experience/do internship jobs at law offices in the meantime, and if Ryerson ever offered 
this Masters in Crim program, it would definitely be my first choice. Thanks.  

A second survey was created on April 23 to gauge interest for a MA in Criminology and Social Justice 
from our alumni, and as of May 21, 2015 we received 45 responses out of approximately 250 alumni 
email addresses. Once again, the responses have been extremely positive and supportive of an MA 
Criminology and Social Justice. Results show that 54.6% of alumni respondents applied for graduate 
school and 67% would have applied to Ryerson, and of those, 82.4% would have deemed Ryerson’s 
Criminology and Social Justice program as their first choice. Of those who responded, 41% were in/or 
had completed graduate school and 59% were not in graduate school.   

Similar to the undergraduate survey, the comments indicated great interest in Ryerson moving forward 
with a graduate program. Another example to illustrate this:  

I think a Masters in Criminology would appeal to many Ryerson graduates, graduates 
from other schools or other departments within Ryerson as the Criminology department 
has built a strong reputation. The Ryerson Criminology department has excellent 
academics (great professors that could act as supervisors) with interesting research 
focuses that would be very attractive to many graduates.  

As indicated in the comment above, our graduate program will also attract criminology undergraduates 
from other universities in the GTA and Canada. Please see Appendix C for further information on 
Canadian and international MA programs in Criminology and Social Legal Studies to see how our MA 
program would both complement and provide a unique new offering for students interested in this diverse 
field.   

Employment Prospects for Graduates 

In keeping with Ryerson's tradition of career-oriented, societally-relevant education, the Criminology and 
Social Justice graduate program is professionally relevant and leads to careers in professional and quasi-
professional fields.  

A Master’s in Criminology and Social Justice is an excellent qualification to prepare students for a 
diverse range of community and professional fields. Graduates with an MA in Criminology and Social 
Justice will have the skills and training to work as practitioners, policy makers, or project managers 
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within the criminal justice system, and with community-based organizations and NGOs. Administrative 
and regulatory occupations are suitable for our MA students upon graduation.  

Criminology and Social Justice MA graduates are also well suited for the many jobs focused broadly on 
community and social services, which range from working in group homes and as social service 
consultants and employment counsellors. Graduates also obtain positions helping at-risk children and 
youth, as well as in other family services-oriented professions, and some also choose to pursue religious 
vocations. In addition, paralegal positions are widely available in Ontario and other provinces.  

Positions as psychologists, counsellors, and in the more traditional fields of probation- and parole-related 
occupations have also experienced strong employment growth. This could include working directly in 
social services, psychology, education, and/or religion-related positions.  

Criminology and Social Justice MA graduates are ideally suited to managerial as well as, more broadly, 
policy-focused occupations in public, private, and non-governmental organizations (both domestic and 
international). These include government managers in health- and social-policy development, economic 
analysis, education policy, and public administration. Over the past several years, employment in this 
group of occupations has rapidly increased, enjoying a rate of growth and average wage increase higher 
than all other occupations.  

Additional career opportunities exist in the areas of law and social reform, policy making, law 
enforcement and research, particularly for positions within international organizations or organizations 
with significant international scope. 

In short, then, the job market for Criminology and Social Justice graduates is strong: 
http://www.canadianbusiness.com/lists-and-rankings/best-jobs/2014-full-ranking-canada-100-best-jobs/.  

The Employment and Social Development Canada website likewise reveals numerous jobs that are 
available, relevant and of interest to our MA program’s graduates:                
www.esdc.gc.ca/eng/home.shtml 

For students who wish to pursue further graduate-level studies, the MA in Criminology and Social Justice 
provides them with the required skills to progress directly on to doctoral level research, pursue an 
academic career or a university research career in the Social Sciences (e.g., Sociology, Socio-Legal 
Studies, Women’s Studies, Social Policy, and Criminology), or in a related discipline. The recent edition 
of the Chronicle of Higher Education (June 18, 2014) pointed out that PhDs in Criminology/Criminal 
Justice have their pick of tenure track positions because  a shortfall of doctorates in this field means that  
positions cannot be filled: http://chronicle.com/article/Believe-It-or-Not-in-Some/147207/ 

c. Curriculum Overview 
The MA in Criminology and Social Justice has three options:  

1.! Course work only, which requires students complete 3 required plus 5 elective courses from 
those listed below 

2.! Course and placement option which requires students to take 3 required and 4 elective courses 
and a summer field placement  

3.! Course work and a major research paper, which necessitates 3 required and 3 elective courses 
plus a Major Research Paper. The MRP is a sustained exploration of a practical, empirical, or 
theoretical question or problem. It may take the form of a critical review of the literature in a 
field, the exploration or synthesis of various points of view in a subject area, a work-based 
analysis, or a pilot study for a larger project. The MRP may be a research project that is narrower 
in scope, less sophisticated in methodology, or less complete in data gathering than would be 
required for a thesis. Unlike a thesis, it need not involve original research 

Our curriculum will include the following required and elective one-semester courses, see Appendix B 
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for the calendar descriptions of each: 

•! Criminology and Social Justice Seminar (required) 
•! Critical Engagement with Criminological Theories (required)  
•! Quantitative Research Methods (required to choose this one or the Qualitative) 
•! Qualitative Research Methods (required to choose this one or the Quantitative) 
•! Field Placement (optional) - Minimum of 120 hours of field work 
•! Justice Policy (optional; cross-listed with the Policy Studies PhD Program)  
•! Inequality, Social Justice, and Criminal Justice (optional)  
•! Graduate Special Topics Seminar 

(optional)  
•! Directed Studies (optional, and depending upon faculty availability) 
•! “Migration Crises” and the Criminalization of Migration and 

Refugee Protection Regime (optional)  
•! Radicalization and Securitization in Canada (optional) 
•! Law and Social Change (optional)  
•! Practitioners Seminar (optional) 
•! Additional optional courses can be taken in other programs (reviewed 

by the GPD) 

One of the more unique offerings available to students is our Field Placement option. As discussed 
previously and in Appendix A, the field placement is an elective course option that enables students to 
earn academic credit for relevant work experience (paid or unpaid), normally outside the university. It 
will provide students with the option of a placement with an organization, for instance, a non-
governmental organization, an international intergovernmental organization, or government agency, and 
so on, that works directly or indirectly in the field relevant to their research interests. In their application 
letter, students will indicate if they wish to be enrolled in the field placement.  

The Faculty Field Supervisor, a member of the Criminology program, is the Instructor for the Field 
Placement for that student, assigns the grade for the Field Placement Report and provides input about the 
student’s performance, due by the end of term. The Field Supervisor is the on-site person who is in charge 
of the student’s activities and obligations in the field placement. Students who are already working at a 
particular organization or agency, or who have significant field experience with an organization cannot 
use that as their placement.  

d. Curriculum Structure* 
! Semester'1!

(fall)!
Semester'2!
(winter)!

Semester'3!
(summer)!

Course'Option'
(8'courses)!

2!Required!
2!Electives!

1!Required!
3!Electives!!

!
!
!
!
!

Course/Placement'Option'
(7'courses'and'Placement)!

2!Required!
2!Electives!
!

1!Required!
2!Electives!

Field!Placement!
(late!April!to!June)!
!

Major'Research'Paper'
Option'(6'courses'+'MRP)'

2!Required!
1!Elective!

1!Required!
2!Elective!

Major!Research!Paper!
(completed!by!midB
August)!
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* The three streams (Course Option; Course/Placement Option; MRP Option) are mutually exclusive.!

 
We propose a curriculum which offers flexibility for applicants who wish to pursue an MA at different 
points in their career and who are pursuing a variety of outcomes. For example, it is possible for a student 
to complete the MA by choosing coursework only (8 courses) and depending upon course availability this 
could occur over two terms (Fall and Winter). This option may be attractive for professionals already 
working in the field who may wish to advance their credentials in a shorter period of time, however 
students will remain enrolled in the program for the full 12-month duration. Those that aspire to continue 
towards further graduate education or research may opt for the MRP option along with course work. The 
field placement stream is excellent for anyone who wishes to immerse themselves in work experience 
related to their career/research interests. The University of Toronto MA in Criminology offers only two 
options for their graduate program: an 8 course MA option which is usually completed over 8 months, or 
a 6 course + research paper option which is usually completed over 12 months.  In order to be a 
competitive downtown Toronto destination for an MA in the field of Criminology, we need to provide a 
similar curriculum structure for those who wish to complete their MA in a shorter period of time.    

e. Program’s Relationship with Other Ryerson Programs  
Our proposed MA in Criminology and Social Justice will be a truly unique offering at Ryerson, in the 
Greater Toronto Area, and across the country. Regarding our overlap with other Ryerson programs, there 
are currently no programs with which ours is in direct competition. There are, however, a number of 
complimentary programs that our students will be interested in taking courses with, for example, 
Immigration and Settlement Studies, Social Work, Public Policy and Administration, Communication 
and Culture, and Policy Studies. We have approached each of these programs, and they confirm that, 
subject to space considerations, MA students enrolled in our Criminology and Social Justice degree 
program will be able to enroll in their courses, and vice versa. This reciprocal relationship will be 
especially beneficial for ensuring an adequate number of students in each class.  

Our program is also distinct from its counterparts within the Greater Toronto Area and nationally in a 
number of key respects – and it is this differentiation that will put our graduate program in high 
demand. First, despite the immense popularity of Criminology courses at the undergraduate and 
graduate levels, there are few stand-alone criminology programs in Canadian universities. Our proposed 
MA will offer a stand-alone criminology program focusing explicitly on social justice. It will draw on 
Ryerson University’s distinctly urban character as a city-builder and its longstanding commitment 
to engage its community. Ryerson is ideally located for collaboration and placement opportunities 
with community organizations and the Ryerson mandate is facilitating this direction. We, as a 
university and as a department, are porous with the communities with which we work. Second, 
existing criminology programs are often a combination of criminology and socio-legal studies, and tend 
to provide more theoretical and legal training – and less practical, real world knowledge and 
experience. Further, few criminology programs offer field placement positions – a key feature of the 
proposed program that will complement classroom learning and give students the chance to apply 
knowledge while developing valuable networking, mentoring, and career-related skills. Finally, the 
proposed program will offer students funding opportunities, through a combination of TA/GA and 
research assistant positions via the extensive funding secured by our faculty. Due to the lack of our own 
graduate students, faculty in the Department of Criminology are currently hiring in excess of 15 graduate 
research assistants from outside of our department (and in many cases, due to the need for research 
assistants with a criminology background, outside of Ryerson altogether). Taken together, then, these 
key features, along with the high level of interest already expressed by our own undergraduate 
students, position this program to be distinct and highly competitive within the GTA and across the 
country. See Appendix C for a comparison with other similar programs.  
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f. Provost’s Authorization 
A copy of the Provost’s authorization is attached. There have been no departures from the Letter of Intent 
to the content in this full proposal. 
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2.2 PROGRAM DETAILS 
The GDLE table provided (see section 2.1) illustrates the program requirements and associated learning 
outcomes and how they each address the Graduate Degree Level Expectations. In the table, the GDLEs 
are displayed and discussed in the first two columns, followed by cross referenced program outcomes 
addressing each GDLE (column 3), and a discussion of how students will learn and what evidence 
students will be able to provide to demonstrate achievement of intended learning outcomes (column 4).  

a.!Alignment with Institutional Plans 
The Criminology and Social Justice graduate program aims to promote the goals of Ryerson University’s 
Mission: “to serve societal needs by providing career-related and professional education…responding to 
the demands of highly skilled, critical thinkers who can frame increasingly connected, complex problems 
and determine effective solutions” (Ryerson University Mission Statement).  

In keeping with Ryerson’s societally relevant mandate, our 3-term Master’s degree in Criminology and 
Social Justice will train students to critically analyze and understand criminal justice; the implications of 
cultural and social diversity for justice and equity within the system; the emerging role of communities, 
not-for-profit, and private-sector agencies in delivering justice; the marginalization and exclusion of 
diverse groups of people from legal, social, and political processes and institutions; and the increasing 
politicization of criminal justice issues. Special emphasis will be placed on social justice, and on the 
impact of structural inequalities (e.g., gender, race, class, legal status, sexual orientation) on individuals, 
communities, and criminal justice outcomes. The degree will expose students to how barriers to accessing 
justice can be overcome, and will explore more protective and inclusive policies and practices that can be 
promoted through procedural reforms and innovative measures locally and globally. The graduate 
program will therefore strive to meet a societal demand.  

As stated in ‘Our Time to Lead,’ Ryerson’s academic plan for 2014-2019, there is a growing demand for 
highly qualified personnel who can “challenge the status quo with new solutions and … apply new ways 
of thinking that transform the world”. Ryerson’s interdisciplinary criminology graduate program will train 
a fresh generation of decision-makers, critical thinkers, and innovators to deal with the new realities 
facing their communities, cities, regions, nations, and the world at large. It will prepare students for 
professional and leadership roles in private, public, and non-profit sectors related to social justice. 
Through an exploration of how the criminal justice system can meet the needs of disadvantaged groups in 
local, national, regional, and international contexts, our MA program will advocate new thinking and 
approaches designed to create positive social change. It will also encourage its graduate students to 
challenge the status quo with new solutions and to apply new ways of thinking to transform the world.  

In line with Ryerson University’s mission and academic plan, the graduate program will promote 
diversity of knowledge, world views, and experiences in learning and research, and will be relevant to 
changing careers and professions through education. In addition, our curriculum will enhance the mandate 
of Ryerson as a city builder and will prioritize community engagement in justice issues. 

Our graduate program is consistent with the priorities from Ryerson’s academic plan and the preliminary 
goals for the Faculty of Arts. It will enable greater student engagement and success through exceptional 
classroom and experiential learning opportunities. It will provide students with the intellectual 
environment to carry out scholarly work and interdisciplinarity that fosters creative thought, innovation, 
and greater opportunity. The program will combine theoretical and legal training in criminology and 
socio-legal studies, with practical, real world knowledge and social justice experience. The outcome will 
focus on ensuring that our students develop a critical working knowledge of different theoretical 
perspectives, key concepts, and the interdisciplinary nature of criminal justice. Students will also be 
provided with opportunities to develop broad transferrable knowledge and competencies in these areas. 
Professionally-related electives will give them extensive multidisciplinary learning opportunities 
throughout their graduate program. Thus, in addition to program courses, students can choose courses 
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from a range of subject areas that complement their professional studies and broaden their career 
preparation. Our proposed program will provide a flexible option for those seeking a professional 
designation or those that wish to continue to the doctoral level.  

As mentioned above, the interdisciplinary research of our Faculty and multiple approaches offered by our 
course content are tuned to local and global communities, issues, initiatives, and realities. Students will 
also explore globally-relevant theory, policies, and practices through critical inquiry, interdisciplinary 
connections, and action-oriented research.  

Ryerson’s mandate of providing applied, experiential scholarship is well suited to the field of criminology 
and will be promoted in our MA degree. We aim at bringing the curriculum to life for students, through a 
field placement/experiential learning approach that will complement the scholarly knowledge, theory, and 
research they are exposed to in the classroom.  

Ryerson’s academic plan gives priority to the further development of professional and quasi-professional 
graduate programs. The proposed graduate program accords with Ryerson’s tradition of societally-
relevant and career-oriented education. It will help students acquire the skills necessary for a career in the 
public sector, advocacy groups and other organizations that interact with the public sector.  

The interdisciplinarity of the faculty in the Department of Criminology provides the breadth and depth for 
graduate students to experience diverse research interests and the capacity to specialize in core areas of 
curriculum. Our faculty come from such diverse disciplines as law and society, politics (international 
relations and security studies), public health, sociology, women’s studies, social work, philosophy, 
history, migration studies, and business. Exposure to different areas of expertise and research topics will 
help students develop practical ideas for their own research undertakings as well as an understanding of 
possible future work with community-based organizations, NGOs, and/or government.                 

Our MA program will strive to stimulate innovation through the education, research, and learning 
opportunities offered to students; through strengthened interdisciplinary connections and increased 
partnerships with like-minded organizations. It will complement classroom learning and give students the 
chance to apply knowledge while developing valuable networking, mentoring, and career-related skills. 
This initiative aligns with Ryerson’s aim to “seek expanded connections with external organizations and 
communities, enriching the university and enhancing the cultural and social well-being – and economic 
vitality – of Toronto and beyond” (Ryerson academic plan). Field placement outcomes are also consistent 
with the Faculty of Arts Plan to become an important partner with the broader community. 

Our MA program will thus accelerate not only a collaborative knowledge environment, but also 
interdisciplinary research activities. It will be instrumental to the long-term success and sustainability of 
the Department of Criminology’s SRC culture and activities. Our faculty members maintain significant 
SRC activities that reflect their diverse academic backgrounds and expertise. Over the past years, they 
have attracted competitive external funding. Graduate students will be offered the opportunity to work 
with faculty members on funded research projects. They will contribute to research that highlights 
Ryerson’s status as a distinctively urban, global, and multicultural institution as well as to our SRC 
outcomes, including scholarly publications; commissioned reports; community outreach projects; and 
conference/workshop organization and participation. The proposed program will offer students funding 
opportunities, through a combination of TA/GA and research assistant positions via the extensive funding 
secured by our faculty.  

Conforming to Ryerson University’s clear strategic priorities related to internationalization, our faculty 
members have been highly active in organizing and attending international conferences, publishing in 
international journals, and in disseminating research findings within and outside of Canada (to various 
levels of government, NGOs, community organizations, etc.). These combined experiences culminate in a 
particularly stimulating intellectual environment in which MA students can thrive.  

In sum, and as discussed throughout this document, our proposed graduate program is very much in line 
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with Ryerson’s mission and academic plans in that it will offer progressive student experience and 
supports, through a combination of rigorous academic training, field placement positions, as well as 
experiential learning opportunities in and out of the classroom.  

b.!Admission Requirements 
The program will have two admission streams as follows: 

1.! Students who have completed a criminology undergraduate degree at any Canadian university, with at 
least a B+ average (though fulfilling the minimum criteria does not guarantee admission, due to the 
highly competitive nature of graduate program admissions processes); 

2.! Students who have completed an undergraduate degree in a cognate discipline (e.g. psychology, 
sociology, political science, legal studies), with a minimum B+ average. 

*International university undergraduate degrees will be considered on a case-by-case basis. 

These admission requirements are appropriate for the learning outcomes of the program; students who 
have completed an undergraduate degree in criminology or a cognate discipline will have theoretical 
preparation for advanced studies in criminology and social justice, essential research and writing skills, 
and may have had practical experiences which will facilitate the application of such theoretical 
understanding to complex field situation. 

Alternative requirements / Prior Work or Learning Experiences 

All applicants to the program will have to submit four types of non-academic requirements: 

•! A brief personal statement (maximum of 500 words), indicating why s/he wishes to join the program 
and the stream (course only, placement, or MRP) for which they wish to be considered; 

•! An updated resume, detailing relevant academic and professional experiences, as well as any 
contributions to the field, such as publications, conference presentations, participation in professional 
groups or activities, etc.; 

•! At least two letters of references, of which one must be an academic reference; 
•! A writing sample. 

While an undergraduate degree with a minimum B+ average is the absolute minimum requirement for 
admission to the program, students with extensive professional experience, particularly in areas that may 
address issues of diversity and inclusion, will have such experience recognized even if it is not entirely 
accumulated in paid or professional contexts. This is to recognize that many activities in particularly 
marginalized contexts do not unfold in professional or institutionalized settings but are nevertheless of 
enormous value to the field of social justice. This provision seeks to ensure opportunities for admission to 
the program for individuals who meet the minimum academic requirements but have pursued non-
traditional forms of social justice work. 

Applicants who fall into this last category may be asked to attend (in person or by phone) an admissions 
interview so as to provide them with the opportunity to make their case for eligibility. 

c.! Structure 
The degree requirements are similar to those of other Master’s level programs in the Faculty of Arts at 
Ryerson, and will be comprised of coursework, field placement (if applicable), and Major Research Paper 
(if applicable) options. As discussed below, the coursework component is a combination of mandatory 
and elective courses, to provide fundamentals in Criminological theory and research methods, as well as 
issue/topic specific instruction (see Appendix B). The GDLE table in Section 2.1 details how the program 
structure meets the program’s learning outcomes and Graduate Degree'Level Expectations (GDLEs). 
Given the program’s overall objective of producing graduates ready for leadership in the field, our 
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program is structured to reflect theoretical learning, applied/practice learning, and research skill-building. 
Our 3-semester MA will provide students with structured, yet flexible, options for pursuing advanced 
study. Our required course component exposes students to essential theoretical and critical perspectives in 
criminology and social justice, research methods, and a strong foundation for understanding and 
responding to social justice issues in various fora. We offer a range of optional courses and three degree 
streams: 

Course option: Students can must complete 8 courses, which may be completed in two semesters 
(8 months) but students will still be registered in the third semester.  

Course/Placement option: Student must complete 7 courses and the field placement, which is 
equivalent to one course. It is expected that most students will complete this option within 3 
semesters (12 months). 

MRP option: The third option requires the completion of 6 courses plus an MRP (2 course 
equivalents). It is expected that most students will complete this option within 3 semesters (12 
months). Students who pursue this option will work closely with a faculty supervisor, but will not 
be expected to develop a full proposal or defend their final piece of writing. Completion of the 
MRP will occur once it has been read and approved by both the supervisor and a secondary reader, 
which will be a faculty member with expertise in the area from within the department or outside of 
the department depending upon the area of research in the MRP. The MRP option will provide 
students with advanced, independent research, writing and oral communication skills. The expected 
MRP length is approximately 50-60 pages. 

All students may, with the approval of the Graduate Program Director, take up to three courses from other 
graduate departments within the university. The Graduate Program Director will approve a list of courses 
required to obtain the degree, prior to graduation.  

d.!Program Content 
Curriculum and Current State of the Discipline  

Over the course of the past several decades, there have been changes in the scale, scope, and ambitions of 
social justice. Increasing social complexity has produced equally complex problems, including the 
marginalization and exclusion of diverse groups of people from legal, social, economic, and political 
processes and institutions. Yet, procedural reforms and innovative measures adopted in Canada and 
abroad demonstrate that the criminal justice system can meet the needs of disadvantaged groups. These 
developments lead to a better understanding of the challenges in the field of Criminology and social 
justice, and, ultimately, to more protective and inclusive policies and practices affecting disadvantaged 
groups in local, national, regional, and international contexts.  

One outcome of these trends has been an increasing need for flexible, innovative, and skilled 
professionals with interdisciplinary backgrounds. Those with an understanding of the criminal justice 
system have increasingly been called upon to help in the delivery of services to marginalized 
communities, to work with community organizations and government, and to foster dialogue among all 
stakeholders. Their training is inherently interdisciplinary, and their culture of practice is often focused on 
the experiences and needs of persons facing adversity. Criminologists work within multiple contexts, 
including the micro-level (individuals, families), the macro-level (governmental and non-governmental 
organizations, local communities, civil society), and the exo-level (policy, law, sectors). In addition, 
criminologists are increasingly required to be conversant in international, transnational, and global issues.  

The MA in Criminology and Social Justice at Ryerson University will prepare students for professional 
roles in private, public, and non-profit sectors related to social justice, including: local communities, 
NGOs, government, international organizations, the legal profession, criminal justice agencies, and 
academia. Indeed, our graduate program will provide students with the theoretical, methodological, and 
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professional foundations required for understanding various forms of inequalities as they intersect with 
the criminal justice system, and improving access to justice. Exposure to different areas of expertise and 
research topics will help students develop practical ideas for their own research undertakings as well as an 
understanding of possible future work with community-based organizations, NGOs, and/or government. 

As previously noted, the interdisciplinary backgrounds of the faculty in the Department of Criminology 
provides the breadth and depth for graduate students to experience diverse research interests and the 
capacity to specialize in core areas of curriculum.  

The program also aims to bring the curriculum to life for students, through a field placement/experiential 
learning approach that will complement and supplement the scholarly knowledge, theory, and research 
they are exposed to in the classroom, and enable students to apply classroom knowledge to work 
situations, reality-test career options, develop skills, and gain experience that is not available through 
coursework alone. The field placement component of the curriculum will prepare students “to see” what 
they learn in the required courses in action. The program aims to ensure the delivery of experiential 
learning in accordance with the highest level and quality of supervision available, and is able to 
experience the specific focus of the placement in the context of ongoing theoretical and “applied” 
epistemologies. We have a diverse array of potential community partners which will help in the delivery 
of our experiential learning initiatives.  

The MRP component provides students with the opportunity to articulate their understanding of a 
particular context, and to integrate theoretical material, research literature and primary research into a 
document that provides clarity on the issue and also provides recommendations to the field. 

The elective course component of the curriculum is designed to provide opportunities for students to 
intensify their study of a particular stream within the program. Electives developed and offered by 
Criminology faculty members, in combination with the electives offered through cognate graduate 
programs (e.g. Policy Studies, Public Policy and Administration, Communication and Culture, and Social 
Work), cover core elements of practice and policy contents, with several of these electives explicitly 
designed to reflect a cross-disciplinary, inter-professional experience, thus mirroring the trends in the field 
very closely. For more information on the curriculum, please refer to Appendix B. 

Unique Curriculum or Program Innovations 

 The curriculum for the Ryerson University program will be unique in several respects: 

•! The focus on social justice reflects a significant need in the field; 
•! The combination of critical theory and experiential learning attuned specifically to social justice 

advocacy is unique in the discipline; 
•! A field placement advances the spirit of community capacity-building and the integration of the 

university into the city; 
•! The internalization and implementation of the value of social innovation will be unique to this 

program, and is congruent with the Senate’s recently-approved establishment of an undergraduate 
minor program in social innovation. 

Research Focus  

The MA in Criminology and Social Justice is a ‘research-focused’ program, with an emphasis on both 
traditional and non-traditional modes of collecting and disseminating knowledge. The courses provide 
students with a strong foundation in research methods, as well as larger theoretical frameworks that help 
organize, synthesize, evaluate, and disseminate knowledge. The required research methods, theory, and 
seminar courses, in combination with the MRP requiring an original research project, will ensure that 
graduates of this program are research-ready in their employment context. 
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Graduate Course Requirements 

See curriculum/course tables and program outline. 

e.!Mode of Delivery 
The envisioned Mode of Delivery is a full time program with in-class course delivery.  

Given the focus on leadership, we are particularly focused on two Degree Level Expectations for 
Graduate Programs: Professional Capacity/Autonomy and Social Justice Advocacy Skills. We believe 
that these two expectations are most effectively met through in-class course delivery where professional 
capacity/autonomy and social justice advocacy can be practiced and enriched on an on-going basis and 
with the appropriate level of teaching, coaching, and guidance. 

In addition, much of the pedagogic approach to curriculum delivery will include experiential learning 
components, including guest lectures, qualitative and quantitative research, and field placements. These 
real-world experiences will provide context for theory, but also deliver important inter-personal skills, 
respect for the insights and practices of major social justice stakeholders, and networking skills. Again, an 
in-class format with strong experiential learning methods is the most effective vehicle for this pedagogy. 

f.! Assessment of Teaching and Learning 
As summarized in the GDLE table in Section 2.1, a number of methods will be used to assess student 
achievement of the intended program learning outcomes and GDLEs:  

•! For graduate courses, evaluations will be based on oral presentations, group work, active 
participation in class discussions and debates, and in written work (critical analysis and reflection 
papers, research papers, etc.).  

•! For the field placement (if applicable), when students have completed their 120-hour 
commitment, they will submit a reflection paper that applies academic research to the practical 
issues they may have faced in their placement, which will be reviewed and commented upon by 
the GPD. The written reflection component will assess their level of communication skills, 
application of knowledge to a specific setting, and awareness of the complexity of knowledge in 
the field as well as its limitations. 

•! For the MRP option, students will submit a major research paper that involves the sustained 
exploration of a practical, empirical, or theoretical question or problem. It may take the form of a 
critical review of the literature in a field, the exploration or synthesis of various points of view in 
a subject area, a work-based analysis, or a pilot study for a larger project. The MRP may also take 
the form of a research project that is narrower in scope, less sophisticated in methodology, or less 
complete in data gathering than would be required for a thesis. 

g.! Resources (Developed in consultation with University Planning Office.)  

RESOURCES FOR ALL PROGRAMS 

Adequacy of Administrative Unit’s Planned Utilization of Resources 

The MA in Criminology and Social Justice will require a 0.5 FTE Graduate Program Administrator to 
begin when the program is approved. This administrative support is in keeping with all other graduate 
programs. The responsibilities of the Graduate Program Administrator will be to liaise with Graduate 
Program Director and Chair of the Department of Criminology, and YSGS, on admissions and intake, 
work with incoming and existing students in regards to course registration, student funding, hiring of GAs 
and TAs and to support faculty teaching in the graduate program. In addition, the GPA will assist with the 
field placement component of the Graduate Program.    

The Department of Criminology currently has a 1.0 FTE Undergraduate Program Administrator and a 0.8 
FTE Department Administrator. The GPA will work with the Undergraduate PA to update the website 
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related to graduate programming and will work with the existing DA on coordination of course offerings, 
budgeting related to the graduate program and regular financial oversight of the program.  

We have an expectation that Faculty hires will continue to be provided to us going forward and we are 
pleased with the institutional support for our program. As well, we will require standard course releases 
for a Graduate Program Director, who would be appointed from within the ranks of existing faculty by the 
Dean, Faculty of Arts.  

We envision accepting up to 20 students in the Fall of 2017. We believe this would be a reasonable and 
manageable number of students for an incoming graduate cohort, with the understanding that we will be 
able to accept more graduate students on an annual basis as our faculty complement grows. While this is a 
small cohort of graduate students, we currently have no space in the criminology department (8th floor of 
Jorgensen Hall) for students. While the new Student Learning Centre will be a useful destination for 
Criminology and Social Justice graduate students, we also look forward to collaborating with the 
university to secure adequate space, as this would engender a sense of community and belonging among 
students in the program. 

There is a meeting room (JOR802) for use by all Faculty of Arts departments, and it is made available 
through an online booking system maintained by departmental administrators. JOR802 has a total 
capacity of approximately 22 (16 seated at the table and 6 in chairs along one side of the room). The room 
is frequently used for various types, durations and sizes of meetings. Generally, it is allocated efficiently 
as long as bookings are made far enough in advance of meeting dates. 

A 0.5 FTE Graduate Program Administrator has been approved through the University Planning Office 
costing. Also, a new tenure track faculty member was approved in year 1 (July 2016) via UPO costing. 
This hire is critical for the department to have the requisite number of faculty members to support the 
program and would be hired to teach the advanced graduate seminar in criminological theory (see 
Appendix H for UPO costing).  

Participation of a Sufficient Number and Quality of Faculty who are Competent to Teach and/or 
Supervise in the Program 

Department of Criminology faculty members come from such diverse disciplines and each maintains 
significant SRC activities that reflect their diverse academic backgrounds and expertise. The scale and 
scope of these activities has grown steadily over the past 5-6 years. In particular, our faculty members 
have published extensively in Canadian and international peer-reviewed journals, have attracted 
competitive external funding, have established intra- and inter-university collaborations, have partnered 
with local communities and clinics, and have conducted research for various levels government. These 
combined experiences culminate in a particularly stimulating intellectual environment in which MA 
students can thrive. 

The Department of Criminology currently has 11 RFA faculty members, 10 who hold PhDs. One is a full 
professor (Sprott) and 7 are tenured Associate Professors. Two faculty members are at the Assistant 
Professor level and will be coming up for tenure in the next few years (both are SSHRC holders). In July 
2015 we were given approval for two tenure track hires (one is a replacement). We were successful in 
hiring one of the two new faculty members and the other was a failed search. Professor Maria Jung joined 
the faculty on July 1st, 2016. We continue our search to fill the second tenure track position. 

Though the Department of Criminology does not yet have a graduate program, over the last 3 years, our 
faculty are involved in supervision/committee membership for 22 graduate students in various programs 
at Ryerson (12 MA students, 10 Ph.D. students), and programs at outside universities (1 MA student, 3 
Ph.D. students). Our faculty have also provided Directed Studies courses for 10 graduate students in 
various programs at Ryerson. 

Report by the University Library on Existing and Proposed Collections and Services to Support the 
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Program’s Learning Outcomes and Learning Objectives:  

Ryerson University Library and Archives (RULA) last assessed its holdings related to Criminology in 
2004, as part of the proposal for the BA in Criminal Justice (as it was then known). At the time, additional 
funds were requested to improve the monograph and serials holdings, although databases were found to 
be adequate to support the program. Since that time, RULA’s collection has grown significantly in all 
areas. However, as digital projects evolve, RULA must be able to purchase content that is appropriate to 
criminology, such as back-file (or historical) content of major academic journals that occasionally 
becomes available. 

Evidence that here are Adequate Resources to Sustain Quality Graduate and Undergraduate 
Research Activities, Information Technology and Laboratory Access 

The MA Criminology and Social Justice does not require laboratory or studio facilities. In terms of IT, 
faculty members, LTF members, sessional lecturers, and staff have computers in their offices and are 
linked into the Ryerson IT system. Some also have desk-top printers in their offices. There is a common 
printer which serves the entire 8th floor of Jorgenson Hall (including Psychology and Politics), in a locked 
room to which faculty members, LTF members, sessional lecturers, and staff have access. Individual 
computers are linked to the common printer. A common photocopier is located in the same room.  

RESOURCES FOR GRADUATE PROGRAMS ONLY  

Evidence that faculty have the recent research or professional/clinical expertise needed to sustain 
the program, promote innovation and foster an appropriate intellectual climate 

The faculty in the Department of Criminology are highly productive and recognized scholars in the field 
and the Department has developed a collective reputation for high quality community-based scholarship 
in the field. Of key importance to students’ professional and scholarly development is the opportunity to 
work with faculty members on funded research projects. As previously discussed, external funding and 
research grants by Criminology faculty has increased dramatically and has been received from a range of 
sources, including the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council, the Canadian Institute for the 
Administration of Justice, Public Safety Canada, Metropolis, the Ontario HIV Treatment Network, and 
the Canadian Institutes of Health Research. Many of these grants have been awarded for inter-university 
collaborative research projects with colleagues at, among other places, the University of Toronto’s Centre 
for Criminological and Sociolegal Studies, Laurentian University, McGill University, University of 
Alberta, and York University.  Students enrolled in the MA program will have the opportunity to work on 
these and other projects with faculty. 

Where appropriate to the program, evidence that financial assistance for students will be sufficient 
to ensure adequate quality and numbers of students 

In addition to the above-noted information on external grants to the Department of Criminology, which 
will employ our graduate students as Research Assistants, the undergraduate criminology program has a 
cohort of almost 600 students (and our intake has been steadily increasing given the quality and demand 
of undergraduate admissions). The opportunities for GAs and possibly TAs for our undergraduate 
courses1 are already set – in fact we employ graduate students from other graduate programs in the 
Faculty of Arts as GAs in large numbers. 

Evidence of how supervisory loads will be distributed, and the qualifications and appointment 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1!Note that Program Directors from Immigration and Settlement Studies, Social Work, Policy Studies, and Public Policy and 
Administration have been contacted about permission for their courses to be offered as possible electives to students in the MA 
Criminology and Social Justice program.!
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status of faculty who will provide instruction and supervision  

With an incoming cohort of up to 20 graduate students, we might anticipate that at the high end, 15 
students would undertake to do the ‘course only’ and field placements options (8 courses) and the other 
five may wish to be supervised by a faculty member for the Major Research Paper. With a total of 13 
faculty members (including 1 new tenure stream appointment to support the graduate program) we 
envision approximately 1 student supervision per faculty member (assuming 1-2 faculty members may be 
on sabbatical or other forms of leave). A secondary reader, may be a faculty member with expertise in 
the area from within the department or outside of the department depending upon the area of research 
in the MRP. The expected MRP length is approximately 50-60 pages. 

The required and elective courses will be taught by faculty members in the Department of Criminology 
who have expertise in the area. The three required courses are:  

•! Criminology and Social Justice Seminar,  
•! Critical Engagement with Criminological Theories  
•! Graduate Research Methods  

The elective courses, which includes the field placement, will be taught by faculty and will relate to their 
own research expertise (such as the special topics seminar): 

•! Field Placement 
•! Justice Policy 
•! Inequality, Social Justice, and Criminal Justice  
•! Graduate Special Topics Seminar 

Projected enrolment levels for at least the first five years of the operation of the new program, 
leading to the intended steady-state enrolment levels and the year in which such steady-state will be 
reached 

As mentioned, for the inception of the program in fall 2017, we anticipate enrollment to be up to 20 
students. With adequate faculty and administrative resources, we envision being able to admit 1-2 more 
students per year for a total of 25 students at steady state.  

Tuition proposal for graduate programs 

We propose that the tuition fees for this program be set at the same level as tuition fees for other MA 
Criminology programs in the GTA in order to be able to attract the highest quality students. There are no 
special tuition fee requirements or added fees necessary. 

h.!Quality and Other Indicators  
Department of Criminology faculty members come from such diverse disciplines and qualifications 
include PhDs in their respective fields, which represent truly interdisciplinary department: 4 PhDs in 
Criminology; 1 PhD in Women’s Studies, 1PhD in History, 3 PhDs in Law, 1 PhD in Sociology. 

Each of our faculty members maintains significant SRC activities that reflect their diverse academic 
backgrounds and expertise. The scale and scope of these activities have grown steadily over the past 5-6 
years. In particular, our faculty members have published extensively in Canadian and international 
peer-reviewed journals, have attracted competitive external funding, have established intra- and inter-
university collaborations, have partnered with local communities and clinics, and have conducted 
research for various levels government. These combined experiences culminate in a particularly 
stimulating intellectual environment in which MA students can thrive. 

Of key importance to students’ professional and scholarly development is the opportunity to work with 
faculty members on funded research projects. As discussed above and outlined in Appendix E, 
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faculty members in the Department of Criminology hold high levels of external funding/research 
grants, which will enable them to provide paid research opportunities to students enrolled in the MA 
program.  
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APPENDIX A: POTENTIAL COMMUNITY PARTNERS 
 
Aboriginal Legal Services of Toronto 
African Canadian Legal Clinic 
ARCH Disability Law Centre 
Amnesty International 
Association in Defence of the Wrongly Convicted 
Black Creek Community Centre 
Canadian Association of Refugee Lawyers (CARL) 
Canadian Bar Association 
Canadian Center for Policy Alternatives 
Canadian Centre for Victims of Torture 
Canadian Civil Liberties Association 
Canadian HIV/AIDS Legal Network 
Canadian Private Refugee Sponsorship Agreement Holders Association (SAHs) 
Canadian Red Cross Covenant House Dixon Hall 
Doctors Without Borders – National Office, Toronto 
FCJ Refugee Clinic 
FEAT 
Hong Fook Mental Health Centre 
John Howard Society 
Justice for Children and Youth 
KAIROS: Canadian Ecumenical Justice Initiatives 
Lawyers Without Borders Canada  
Native Canadian Centre of Toronto  
North York Community House 
Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees – Toronto 
Ontario Council of Agencies Serving Immigrants (OCASI) 
Ontario Justice Education Network 
Ontario Metropolis Centre (CERIS) 
Operation Springboard 
PASAN (Prisoners with HIV/AIDS Support Action Network)  
Pathways to Education (various sites in neighbourhoods across the city) 
Peacebuilders International 
Regent Park Community Health Centre 
Rexdale Women’s Centre  
Roma Community Centre  
Save the Children Canada 
Sojourn House 
Toronto Aboriginal Support Services Council 
Toronto Community Housing 
Toronto Women’s City Alliance  
The Ontario Court of Justice 
The Woman Abuse Council of Toronto � 
Two Spirited People of the First Nations 
War Child Canada 
YMCA of Greater Toronto 
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APPENDIX B: CALENDAR COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
 
Criminology and Social Justice Seminar (required for all students) 1 credit 
This seminar will cover a wide variety of topics related to crime, law, and social justice. An examination of the 
social, political, historical, and legal construction will be analyzed through a series of topics with specific 
consideration given to the governance of crime and law in local, national, and international settings. 
 
Critical Engagement with Criminological Theories (required for all students) 1 credit 
In addition to broadening students’ understandings of criminological theories generally, this course will take an 
explicitly social justice approach to criminological theory development and application. Students will be expected 
to expand their critical thinking skills in relation to the theoretical foundations of the field of Criminology. They 
will draw on competing theories to analyze historical and contemporary issues with a special focus on social justice, 
critically evaluating how they shape both individual and institutional responses to the criminal justice system and 
understandings of crime and criminality. 
 
Quantitative Research Methods (required to choose this one or the Qualitative) 1 credit 
The purpose of the quantitative research methods course is to prepare students to understand, design, and carry 
out quantitative research that has direct implications for work in criminological and social justice fields. Students 
will learn quantitative research skills through hands-on experience designing a survey and/or utilizing an existing 
dataset, analyzing the data with quantitative software (e.g., SPSS, SAS, etc.), and applying critical, social justice 
perspectives to the results. Particular emphasis will be placed on learning how to read, interpret, analyze, and 
conduct quantitative research and the role that social justice and equity-based approaches play in the development 
of criminological and socio-legal knowledge.  
 
More specifically, the course will advance students’ methodological and statistical knowledge and skills through 
an engagement with the following topics: appropriate and ethical framing of research topics and areas; selection 
of suitable methods and designs relevant for social justice research; data management and critical issues related to 
data collection, storage, retention, and ownership; development of surveys and considerations for equity-based 
question design; determination of relevant statistics for data analysis (e.g., statistical significance, hypothesis 
testing, t-tests, z-tests, correlation, linear regression, multivariate regression, etc.); and both interpretation and 
presentation of quantitative findings. The course will include a lab component and access to statistical software. 
 
Qualitative Research Methods (required to choose this one or the Quantitative) 1 credit 
This course will focus on developing qualitative methodological skills in order to prepare students to collect 
ethical and social justice data related to criminology and the criminal justice system. Students will gain an 
understanding of some of ways in which research questions are answered in qualitative studies, as well as the 
possibilities and limitations of any one approach. Over the duration of the course, students will engage with 
central debates about criminalization, ethics, and power in research settings and processes, and they will better 
understand the importance of qualitative research in criminological and social justice fields.  
 
More specifically, this course will consider a number of equity-oriented methodological approaches (including 
action research, community-based research, participatory approaches, decolonizing methodologies, etc.) in 
addition to a diversity of data collection methods (including one-on-one interviews, focus groups, photovoice, 
film narrative, ethnographic observation, archival research, discourse analysis, etc.). Students will be able to 
identify and assess which methodology and which methods are most appropriate for answering their research 
questions. Importantly, students will learn about qualitative research by doing qualitative research, which will 
include experiential and hands-on components whereby students engage in field assignments and collect practice 
data.  
 
Field Placement (optional) Minimum of 120 hours of field work. 1 credit 
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In their application letter, students will indicate if they wish to be enrolled in the field placement 
seminar. This community- and experiential-oriented placement will provide students with the option of a 
placement with an organization, for instance, a non-governmental organization (NGO), an international 
intergovernmental organization, or government agency, and so on, that works directly or indirectly in the field 
relevant to their research interests. Field placement will enable students to discover how research operates in 
practice, including structural, managerial, and work arrangements in the field. This placement will foster valuable 
connections in the field of social justice that may possibly lead to future employment opportunities. Through an 
experiential learning approach, the placement will provide students with research, organizational, or other 
professional skills development experiences. 
 
Justice Policy (optional; cross-listed with the Policy Studies PhD Program, if possible) 1 credit  
Criminal justice policy changes constantly, from laws and state responses to crime as set out in the Criminal 
Code to the daily practicalities associated with judicial decision-making, policing, and prison administration. 
This course will provide students with an understanding of several major issues relating to criminal justice 
policy in Canada. It will consider the social and economic issues associated with individual or group 
involvement in the criminal justice system and the process by which criminal justice policies are established, 
revised, and administered. 
 
Inequality, Social Justice, and Criminal Justice (optional) 1credit 
This course will examine various forms of social inequality as they intersect with the criminal justice system in Canada 
and internationally. It will adopt a social, criminal, and community-based focus to critically analyze the operational 
and policy decisions on race, class, gender, legal status and other forms of social inequality, as well as their impact on 
criminal and social justice. The course will explore the role that more equitable racial/ethnic and gender representation in 
justice-related occupations may play in bolstering the perceived legitimacy and actual performance of the justice system. It 
will also consider other strategies for prevention / intervention for the future. 
 
Graduate Special Topics Seminar (optional) 1 credit 
These graduate-level courses will provide an in-depth examination of a specific area of Criminology and social 
justice, as determined by the instructor on an annual basis. Graduate seminars will be open to any Masters or PhD 
student across the university, provided they have the required prerequisite knowledge. The special topics discussed 
will vary from year to year and will be based on the instructor’s area of expertise. Potential special topics 
seminars include: International Law and Policy; Terrorism/Violent Extremism; Urban Violence; Crime Policy; 
Indigenous Rights; Human Rights; Youth Justice; Gender and the Criminal Justice System; and more. 
 
 Graduate Special Topics Seminar -- Examples:  
 

“Migration Crises” and Criminalization of Migration and Refugee Protection Regime 
(optional) 1credit 
One of the major concerns in the world today is the plight of those who are forcibly displaced from their 
homes and who seek protection abroad. The course explores, through readings, lectures, group 
discussions, student presentations, and individual and group work assignments, the increasing 
securitization of migration and the socio-legal dimensions of conceptualizing migration as a “crisis”. It 
examines why and how this process, together with the criminalization of forced migrants justify the 
adoption of extraordinary measures reaching above and beyond the law and the ordinary political process. 
Through a multi-disciplinary and comparative approach, this course discusses the impact of the 
criminalization process on norms, institutions, and decision-making procedures that comprise the current 
state of migration law and refugee protection regime. The consequences the criminalization on the rights 
of forced migrants around the world are also analyzed. Best practices and lasting solutions with a view to 
advancing social justice are highlighted. 
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Radicalization and Securitization in Canada (optional) 1 credit. 
This course will examine a variety of issues related to terrorism, counter-terrorism, and the effects of both 
on Canadian society. Much of the existing literature on these issues is dominated by a focus on the US 
and/or European experience. The course will instead focus specifically on the Canadian experience with 
terrorism and counterterrorism, and will be divided into four sections. In the first section, we will take up 
definitional debates and theoretical perspectives on terrorism and radicalization to violence. Next, we will 
examine original work on Canadian foreign fighters in Syria and Iraq, Right Wing extremism and 
terrorism, cyber/digital jihadi activity in Canada, extremist websites related to Left Wing and Single Issue 
groups active in Canada. The third section of the course will be devoted to understanding the Canadian 
national security organizational framework, select counter-terrorism initiatives in Canada, and the 
accountability framework of intelligence and security agencies involved in counterterrorism. The fourth 
and final section of the course will examine research on the impact of securitization on communities in 
Canada, along with the unintended consequences that can stem from securitization measures that infringe 
on the civil liberties and/or sense of belonging among members of affected communities.  
 
Law and Social Change (optional) 1 credit 
The relationship between law and social justice is uneasy. Starting with the colonization of lands occupied 
by Indigenous Peoples, state law has been used to legitimize systemic socio-economic injustices. In much 
the same way, international law is currently used to reinforce relations of social, political, and economic 
domination on a global scale. Yet, law is an essential field of contestation, where marginalized groups can 
turn when the political system fails them. If used well, law is an engine for progressive social change. 
This course will explore the tense relationships among law and social change. Relying on a mixture of 
theoretical perspectives on law and experiential learning, it will equip students to think about law in 
creative ways, and, to acquire some practical skills in social justice advocacy. The experiential component 
of the course will include exposure to a range of guest speakers with experience in legal practice and 
social justice advocacy, legal research and writing, and role- plays.  
 

Practitioners Seminar (optional) 1 credit 
This course will feature practitioners from a variety of criminology and social justice oriented fields to discuss 
working in their field, and the application of substantive knowledge in the field to the actual work experience. 
This seminar will also be available to students who opt for a field placement. 
 
Directed Studies (optional, and depending upon faculty availability) 1 credit 
This course is designed for individual students who may need a course related to their area of concentration that 
is not satisfied through course offerings. It will normally be a reading course under the direct supervision of 
an assigned faculty member with expertise in the chosen subject field. The course requirements will be negotiated 
on an individual basis with the supervising faculty member, in consultation with the Graduate Program Director. 
 
Additional Optional Courses 1 credit per course 
Students may enroll in MA or PhD level courses offered in other programs, for example Immigration and 
Settlement Studies, Social Work, Public Policy and Administration, Communication and Culture, or Policy Studies 
and provided that they will complete all of the mandatory courses needed for their degree requirements, and only 
if permission is granted from both the host program and the MA in Criminology and Social Justice. 
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APPENDIX C: COMPARISON WITH SIMILAR PROGRAMS!

i.! Canadian MA Criminology Programs 
 

University! Name-of!
Program!

Length-of!
Program-in-
Semesters!

Students!
per!
Annum!
/Enrolled!

Total!
Faculty!

Basic-Program!
Requirements!

!
Required-Courses!

University!
of!
Toronto!

Masters!of!
Criminology!

a)!2!!
b)!3!

20925! 35! a)!29Term!Option!
(Sept9!May):!8!Half!
Courses;!!
b)!39Term!Option!
(Sept9!Aug):!6!Half!
Courses+!Research!
Paper!

1.!Methodological!Issues!in!Criminology!

York!
University!

Socio9legal!
Studies!

3!term!
12!month!

! 45!
affiliated!

18!credits!+!MRP! 1.!Law!and!Social!Theory!
2!Advanced!Research!Strategies!in!Socio9Legal!Methods!
3.!Research!Seminar!

University!
of!
Guelph!

MA!in!
Criminology!
and!
Criminal!
Justice!Policy!
(CCJP)!

6!Semesters!
(2!Year!
Program!–!3!
Semesters!
Per!Year)!

12!to!15! 28! a)!Thesis!Option:!4!Half!
Courses!+!Thesis!
(809120!pages)!
b)!Research!Paper!
Option:!6!Half!Courses!
+!Major!Research!
Paper!(40960!pages)!

1.!Research!Methods!in!Criminal!Justice!
2.!Governing!Criminal!Justice!
3.!Society,!Crime!and!Control!

Wilfrid!
Laurier!
University!

Master!of!
Arts!in!
Criminology!

6!Semesters!
(2!Year!
Program)!

10! 16! Up!to!8!Half!Courses!(Fall!
&!Winter)!+!
Thesis!(Spring!–!
Spring)!NOTE:&Option&
to&take&electives&in&
2nd&year&of&program&
(with&permission)!

1.!Qualitative!Feedback!into!the!Study!of!Deviance!
2.!Advanced!Quantitative! Research!Methods!
3.!From!Theory!to!Practice:!Deviance!and!Social!Control!
4.!Advanced!Criminological!Theory:!Recent!Trends!and!Developments!
5.!Research!and!Professionalization!Seminar!
6.!Thesis!
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University!
of!
Ottawa!

Criminology!
(MA)!

2!Year!
Program!

Franco!=!17!
Anglo!=!15!

31! a)!6!Half!Courses!+!Thesis!
(120!Pages)! b)!4!Half!
Courses!+!Field!
Placement!(360!Hours)!
+!Thesis!(120!Pages)!
c)!8!Half!Courses!+!
MRP!(60!Pages)!

1.!Research!Methodology! in!Criminology! I!
2.!Research!Seminar!in!Criminology!
3.!Contemporary!Criminological!Theories,!or!
4.!Theories!of!Intervention! in!Criminology! and!Alternative!Practices!

University!
of!
Windsor!

Masters!in!
Criminology!

3!
Consecutive!
Semesters!

15!Average! 19! a)!Thesis!Option:!4!Half!
Courses!+!Proposal!
+!Thesis!
b)!Course!Option:!7!Half!
Courses!

1.!Contemporary!Criminological!Theory!
2.!Quantitative! or!Qualitative!or!Survey!Research!
Methods!(1!of!3)!
3.!Directed!Reading:!Development! of!a!Thesis!
Proposal!(Thesis!Option!Only)!
4.!Thesis!(Thesis!Option!Only)!

Saint!
Mary's!
University!

MA!in!
Criminology!

2!years!(fall,!
winter!and!
summer!
semesters)!

Around!12!
students!
(Yearly),!!
!
394!Enrolled!
Every!Year!

28!
(Incl.!
Adjunct!
Profs)!

4!Half!Courses!+!
Formation!of!a!
Thesis!
Supervisory! Committee!
+!Present!Thesis!
Proposal!+!Conduct!
Research!+!
Complete!Thesis!

1.!Advanced!Seminar!
Seminars!offered!in!past!years:!

9! Theory!and!Practice!of!Crime!Prevention!
9! Crime!in!the!Media!
9! Law!in!Society!
9! Issues!of!Corruption!

2.!Advanced!Theory!
3.!Advanced!Research!Methodology!
4.!Critical!Criminology!

Simon!
Fraser!
University!

Criminology!
Master!of!
Arts!
Program!

2!years! Not!Fixed! 33! a)!Thesis!Option:!6!
Courses!+!Thesis!
(Around!100!Pages)!
b)!Course,!Practicum!and!
Project!Option:!7!
Courses!+!Field!
Practicum!+!
Practicum!Paper!
(50!Pages)!

a)!Thesis!Option!
1.!Theories!of!Crime!I!or!II!
2.!Research!Methods!I!or!II!
3.!Research!Methods!II,!III!or!IV!

b)!Course,!Practicum!and!Project!Option!
1.!Theories!of!Crime!I!or!II!
2.!Research!Methods!I!
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University!
of!
Fraser!
Valley!

Master!of!
Arts!
(Criminal!
Justice)!
Degree!

20!Months:!2!
Courses!per!
semester!for!
5!
consecutive!
semesters!

10! 14! a)!Thesis!Option:!8!
Courses!+!Thesis!
b)!MA!Major!
Paper!Option:!9!
Courses!+!Major!
Paper!

1.!Crime,!Criminals,!Victims,!and!the!Criminal!Justice!System!
2.!Policy!Analysis!and!Social!Justice!
3.!Human!Resource!Administration!
4.!Methods!of!Research!and!Evaluation!
5.!Change!Management! in!the!Criminal!Justice!
6.!Crime!and!Intelligence!Analysis!for!Crime!
Reduction!
7.!Ethical!and!Legal!Issues!in!Criminal!Justice!

University!
of!
Ontario!

Master!of!
Arts!(MA)!in!
Criminology!

a)!6!
b)!5!

Not!
Provided!

31! a)!Major!Paper!Option:!8!
Half!Courses!
+!Major!
Paper!
b)!Research!Thesis!
Option:!6!Half!Courses!
+!Thesis!

1.!Advanced!Quantitative!Methods!(Graduate)!
2.!Advanced!Methods!in!Qualitative!Research!
3.!Criminological!Theory!
4.!Professional! Seminar!
5.!Graduate!Seminar!on!Contemporary! Issues!in!Criminology!
6.!Graduate!Seminar!in!Inequality!and!Crime,!or!
Cybercrime!and!Criminology,! or!Special!
Topics!in!Criminology!

 
 
 
ii.! US, UK, and Australia MA Criminology programs 
 

University! Name-of!
Program!

Length-of!
Program-

in-
Semesters!

Students!
per!
Annum!
/Enrolled!

Total!
Faculty!

Basic-Program!
Requirements!

!
Required-Courses!

University! of!
Maryland! 9!
College!Park!

Master!of!
Arts!
(M.A)! in!
Criminology!
and!Criminal!
Justice!

Not!
Provided!

Not!
Provided!

31! 8!Half!Courses!+!Thesis!
Research/Thesis!

1.!Seminar! in!Criminal! Justice!
2.!Graduate!Level!Statistics!Courses!
3.!Research!Methods!
4.!Six!credit!hours!of!thesis!research!

University! of!
Albany! 9!
SUNY!

Criminal!
Justice!
Master!of!
Arts!

Must!be!
completed!
within!
6!years!

Not!
Provided!

22! 30!Credits!of!
Coursework! (4!
Required! Courses)!+!
Pass!the!M.A!Comp!
Exam!!

1.!Theories!of!Crime!
2.!Theoretical!Foundations! of!Criminal! Justice!
3.!Applied!Statistics!I!or!Equivalent!
4.!MA!Research!Design!or!Equivalent!
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University! of!
Cincinnati!

Master!
Degree!in!
Criminal!
Justice!

3! Not!
Provided!

23! 30!Credits! (4!Required!
Courses)!+!Select!a!
Concentration!+!Select!
a!Capstone!Project!

1.!Seminar! in!Criminal! Justice!
2.!Seminar! in!Criminology!
3.!Applied!Statistics! in!Criminal! Justice!
4.!Basic!Research!Methods! in!Criminal!Justice!

University!of!
Missouri! 9!
St.!Louis!

Master!of!
Arts!in!
Criminology!
&!Criminal!
Justice!

Not!
Provided!

Not!
Provided!

26! a.Required!
Coursework!(21!
Credit!Hours)!+!
Electives! (6!Credit!
Hours)!+!Thesis!
Work!(6!Research!
Hours)! !

b.Required!
Coursework! !
(21!Credit!Hours)!

1.!Foundations! of!Criminological!Theory!
2.!Proseminar:! Criminology! and!Criminal!Justice!
3.!Methods!
4.!Statistics!

Pennsylvania!
State!
University! 9!
University!
Park!

M.A.!in!
Criminology!

Must!be!
completed!
within!
4!years!

698!Per!
year!

89! Seminars!+!Thesis! 1.!Introduction! to!Graduate!Studies!
2.!Criminal!Justice!System!
3.!Theories!of!Crime!and!Deviance!
4.!Proseminar!
5.!Sociological! Research!Methods!
6.!Research!Methods! in!Crime!and!Delinquency!
7.!Statistical!Methods!for!Social!Research!

University! of!
California! 9!
Irvine!

Master!of!
Advanced!
Study!in!
Criminology!
Law!and!
Society!

6! Not!
Provided!

12! 52!Credits!of!
Coursework! (13!
Required!Courses)!+!
Thesis!+!Research!
Paper!(Capstone!
Requirement)!

1.!Introduction! to!Criminology,! Law!and!Society!
2.!Legal!Institutions!and!Society!
3.!Police,!Courts!and!Corrections!
4.!Crime!and!Social!Deviance!
5.!Public!Policy,!Crime!and!Criminal! Justice!
6.!Research!Methods!
7.!Applied!Statistics!
8.!Hate!Crimes!
9.!Leadership!
10.!Social!Problems,!Law!and!Policy!

Florida!State!
University!

Master!of!
Arts!in!
Criminology!

4!(Fall!and!
Spring)!

Not!
Provided!

20! a)!33!Credits!of!
Coursework!
b)!27!Credits!of!
Coursework!+!
Completion! of!Area!
Paper!c)!24!
Credits!of!Coursework! +!
Thesis!

1.!Theory!in!Criminology! and!Criminal!Justice!
2.!Survey!of!Criminal!Justice!Studies!
3.!Survey!of!Criminological!Theories!
4.!Research!Methods!I!
5.!Statistics!I!
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Michigan!
State!
University!

Master’s!
Degree!in!
Criminal!
Justice!

Must!be!
completed!
within!
6!years!

Not!
Provided!

26! a)!24!Credits!of!
Coursework!+!Masters!
Thesis!Research! (6!
Credits)!
b)!27!Credits!of!
Coursework!+!

1.!Crime!Causation,!Prevention!and!Control!
2.!Proseminar! in!Criminal! Justice!
3.!Design!and!Analysis! in!Criminal!Justice!Research!
4.!Criminal!Justice!Management! Seminar!
5.!Quantitative!Methods! in!Criminal!Justice!Research!

Rutgers,!
the!
State!
University!of!
New!Jersey!9!
Newark!

Master!of!
Arts!in!
Criminal!
Justice!

3! Not!
Provided!

21! 27!Credits!of!
Coursework! +!
Fieldwork!

1.!Justice,!Law!and!Policy!
2.!Problem!Analysis!
3.!Planning!&!Evaluation!
4.!Foundations! of!Scholarship!
5.!Master!Project!Seminar!

CUNY!9!John!
Jay!College!

Master!of!
Arts!in!
Criminal!
Justice!

Not!
Provided!

Not!
Provided!

17! a)!27!Credits!of!
Coursework!+!Thesis!
Prospectus! (3!Credits)!
b)!36!Credits!of!
Coursework!+!Pass!the!
Comp!Examination!

1.!Issues!in!Criminal!Justice!I:!Theory!and!Courts!
2.!Issues!in!Criminal!Justice!II:!Policing!and!Corrections!
3.!Research!Design!and!Methods!
4.!Using!Computers! in!Social!Research!
5.!Policy!Analysis! in!Criminal!Justice!

 
 

University! Name-of!
Program!

Length-of!
Program-in-
Semesters!

Students!
per!
Annum!
/Enrolled!

Total!
Faculty!

Basic-Program!
Requirements!

!
Required-Courses!

Bond!
University!

Master!of!
Criminology!
(Coursework)!

3! Not!
Provided!

8! 12!Courses!+!
Dissertation/Portfolio!
(4!Courses)!

1.!Research!Methods! in!Humanities!and!Social!Sciences!
2.!Epistemology! and!Theory!of!Knowledge!
3.!Politically!Motivated!Violence!
4.!Forensic!Criminology!
5.!Genocide:!A!Sociological! and!Criminal!Approach!

RMIT!
University!
(Australia)!

Master!of!
Justice!
and!
Criminology!

1.5!years!
(full9time)!

Not!
Provided!

Not!
Provided!

15!Courses! !
(192!Credits)!

1.!Crime!Science!
2.!Criminal!Justice!Systems!
3.!Criminological! Theory!
4.!Foundations! of!Law!
5.!Justice!Management!
6.!Global!Crime!
7.!Research!Strategies!–!Social!Sciences!
!
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The!
University!of!
Melbourne!

Master!of!
Criminology!

2!years!(full9!
time)!

Not!
Provided!

Not!
Provided!

a)!Coursework!Only!
Option!(200,!150!or!100!
points)!+!Capstone! !
b)!Minor!Thesis!Option!+!
Capstone!!

1.!Research!and!Criminal!Justice!Governance!
2.!Terror,!Law,!and!War!
3.!Global!Reconstructions! of!Justice!
4.!Advances! in!Criminology:! Emerging!Theory!
5.!Advances! in!Criminological! Research!

Griffith!
University!

Master!of!
Criminology!
and!Criminal!
Justice!

1.5!years!
(full9time)!

Not!
Provided!

51! 9!Courses! (110!Credits)!
+!
Independent!
Project! (10!Credits)!

1.!Contemporary! Criminological! Theories!and!Research!
2.!Quantitative! Social!Research!
3.!Planned!Change! in!Criminal!Justice!
4.!Qualitative!Social!Research!
5.!Theories!and!Research! in!Contemporary! Criminal!

University!of!
New!South!

Master!of!
Criminal!

2! 24! Not!
Provided!

48!Credits!of!
Coursework!

1.!Explaining!Crime!
2.!Conceptualizing! Criminal!Laws!

University!
of!Western!
Australia!

Master!of!
Criminal!
Justice!

3! Not!
Provided!

12! 48!Credits!of!
Coursework!(8!units)!

Not!Provided!

James!Cook!
University!

Master!of!
Social!
Science!
(Criminology)!

1.5!years! Not!
Provided!

Not!
Provided!

Required!Courses! (18!
Credits)!+!Major!
Courses! (18!Credits)!

1.!Research!Methods!for!the!Social!Sciences!
2.!Social!Science!Coursework!Thesis!

Edith!Cowan!
University!

Master!of!
Criminology!
and!Justice!

3! Not!
Provided!

Not!
Provided!

10!Courses! !
(180!Credits)!

1.!Essential!Communication! Skills!for!Justice!Practice!
2.!Justice!Policy!Development! and!Evaluation!
3.!Pivotal!Issues!in!Criminology! and!Justice!
4.!Qualitative!Research!Methods!
5.!Quantitative! Research!Methods!
6.!Independent! Study!in!Criminology! and!Justice!

The!
University!of!
Sydney!

Master!of!
Criminology!

Complete!
within!
6!years!

Not!
Provided!

30! 8!Courses! !
(48!Credits)!

1.!Crime!Research!and!Policy!
2.!Criminal!Liability!
3.!Explaining!Crime!
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University! Name-of!
Program!

Length-
of!

Progra
m-in-
Semes
ters!

Students!
per!
Annum!
/Enrolled!

Total!
Faculty!

Basic-Program!
Requirements!

!
Required-Courses!

UWL!
University!of!
West!London!

MA!Criminology!
and!
Criminal! Justice!

1!year! Not!
Provided!

Not!
Provided!

Dissertation!+!Research!
Methodology!+!3!
Modules!

1.!Contemporary! Crime!and!Criminal!Justice!Issues!
2.!Organized!Crime!
3.!Investigating! Financial!Crime!
4.!Homicide! Investigation!
5.!Terrorism!

Middlesex!
University!
London!

MA!
Criminology!

1!year! Not!
Provided!

14! 4!Modules! (2!Required)!
+!Dissertation!

1.!Theory!and!Research! in!Criminology!
2.!Crime!and!Conflict!

Anglia!
Ruskin!

Criminology!
MA!

1!year! Not!
Provided!

12! 4!Modules! (2!Required)! 1.!Organized! Illicit!Trade!
2.!Major!Project!

University!of!
Portsmouth!

MSc!
Criminology!
and!Criminal!
Justice!

1!year! Not!
Provided!

56! 120!Credits!of!
Coursework!+!
Dissertation!(60!
Credits)!

1.!Criminology! Past!and!Present!
2.!Criminology!
3.!Criminal!Justice!
4.!Research!Methods!and!Research!Management!

Bangor!
University!

Criminology!
and!
Sociology!MA!

1!year! Not!
Provided!

Not!
Provided!

120!Credits!of!
Coursework!+!
Dissertation!(60!
Credits)!

1.!The!Research!Process!
2.!Key!Issues!in!Crime!and!Justice!
3.!International! Case!Studies! in!Criminology!

University!of!
Kent!

MA!
Criminology!

1!year! Not!
Provided!

14! 5!Modules! (2!Required)!
+!Dissertation!

1.!Theories!of!Crime!
2.!Research!Methods! in!Criminology!

Aberystwyth!
University!

Criminology!and!
Criminal!
Justice!Masters!

3! Not!
Provided!

27! 5!Modules! (3!Required)!
+!Dissertation!

1.!Criminology! &!Criminal!Justice!Theory!
2.!Qualitative!Research!Methods!
3.!Quantitative! Research!Methods!

Kingston!
University!

Criminology!
MA!

1!year! Not!
Provided!

8! 5!Modules! (3!Required)!
+!Dissertation!

1.!Evaluation!and!Analysis! in!an!Applied!Setting!
2.!International! Perspectives! on!Crime!Control!and!Punishment!
3.!Research!Methods!and!Application!

Liverpool!
Hope!
University!

Criminology!
(MA)!

1!year! Not!
Provided!

7! 4!Modules! (120!Credits)!
+!Dissertation!(60!
Credits)!

1.!Advanced!Social!Theory!
2.!Advanced!Studies! in!Social!Research!
3.!Contemporary! Inequalities! in!Crime!and!Justice!
4.!Critical!Criminology! in!the!21st!Century!

University!of!
Leeds!

MA!Criminal!
Justice!and!
Criminology!

1!year! Not!
Provided!

14! 495!Modules! (3!
Required)!+!
Dissertation!

1.!Criminal!Justice!Processes!
2.!Contemporary! Criminological! Theory!and!Approaches!
3.!Researching! Crime!and!Justice!
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APPENDIX D: CRIMINOLOGY STUDENT AND ALUMNI SURVEY  
Criminology Undergraduate Survey - MA program ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Are$you$considering$attending$graduate$school$upon$completion$of$your$$
undergraduate$degree$in$Criminology?$

! ! ! ! !

Answered:$100$!
Skipped:$0!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! !

!

!
!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! !
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If$you$answered$YES$to$Q#1,$if$the$Department$of$Criminology$at$Ryerson$University$$
had$an$MA$Criminology$program,$would$you$apply?$

!

Answered:$89$!
Skipped:$11!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

!

!

!
!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

If$you$answered$YES$you$would$apply$to$Ryerson$Criminology$for$Q#2,$would$an$$
MA$in$Criminology$at$Ryerson$be$your$first$choice?$

! !

Answered:$84$!
Skipped:$16!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! !

!

!
!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

$
If$you$have$any$comments,$please$enter$them$here.$Thanks$for$participating$in$this$survey!$

! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Answered:$24$!
Skipped:$76!

             
! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

             
! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

!

Undergraduate!Criminology!thesis!option!

4/24/2015!8:56!PM!!

!

When!I!was!reading!the!Master's!program!choices!for!Ryerson,!I!was!really!hoping!that!there!would!be!a!"Masters!in!

Criminology!Program"!here!at!Ryerson!because!I've!learned!a!great!deal!here!during!my!4!years,!met!great!professors,!

friendly!peers,!etc.!However,!since!there!was!no!Criminology!Program,!I!didn't!really!know!what!to!expect!going!into!

another!University,!and!therefore,!I!decided!not!to!apply!to!any!other!universities!at!this!time.!At!this!moment,!since!I’m!

graduating!in!June,!I!plan!to!gain!some!real!life!work!experience/do!internship!jobs!at!law!offices!in!the!meantime,!and!if!

Ryerson!ever!offered!this!Masters!in!Crim!program,!it!would!definitely!be!my!first!choice.!Thanks.!

4/24/2015!2:09!PM!!

!

I!think!enabling!double!major!would!be!helpful!since!certain!careers!require!knowledge!of!two!main!BA's.!(Forensic!

Psychology)!

4/24/2015!10:47!AM!!

!

i!really!want!this!to!happen!

4/23/2015!2:41!PM!!

!

Sounds!like!a!great!idea,!unfortunately!my!plans!for!graduate!school!is!law!school.!

4/23/2015!11:37!AM!!

!

The!undergraduate!program!at!Ryerson!is!out!standing!and!I!would!love!to!complete!my!masters!in!Criminology!at!

Ryerson.!

4/23/2015!9:38!AM!!

!

This!university!literally!failed!to!provide!me!with!most!basic!services!my!tuition!goes!to!cover!in!my!finals!exam!period.!

No!internet,!no!functioning!printers,!constant!black!board!outages.!The!professors!offered!lacking!lecture!(if!they!even!

happened!at!all!on!a!regular!basis).!Very!unsupporting!staff!and!quite!a!lack!of!efforts!conducive!to!our!success!as!uni!

students.!I!will!not!be!recommending!this!program!or!Ryerson!at!all!to!anyone.!

4/23/2015!9:04!AM!!

!

Sure,!make!it!happen.!

4/23/2015!12:49!AM!!

!

Please!introduce!this!program!

4/22/2015!10:54!PM!!

!

more!practical!aspect!of!knowledge!should!be!given!in!the!curriculum,!like!field!placements!and!stuff!

4/22/2015!10:02!PM!!

!

A!MA!CRM!would!be!a!great!addition!to!ryerson!u!and!would!be!something!I!would!be!interested!in/!consider!taking!

4/22/2015!9:42!PM!!

!

An!MA!for!Criminology!at!Ryerson!would!be!extremely!beneficial!for!the!school!and!it's!students,!definitely!worth!the!

investment.!

4/22/2015!6:43!PM!!

!

Please!provide!us!with!an!MA!in!Criminology!

4/22/2015!6:11!PM!!

!

Students!in!Crim!are!forced!to!take!the!PPA!or!Immigration!Policy.!There!needs!to!be!more!MA!programs!overall.!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
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Therefore,!I!am!a!supporter!of!an!MA!in!Criminology!program.!

4/22/2015!5:58!PM!!

!

do!it!!

4/22/2015!4:02!PM!!

If!for!no!other!reason,!a!graduate!program!will!bring!prestiege!to!the!undergraduate!program!and!the!faculty!of!arts!in!

general.!

4/22/2015!3:40!PM!!

!

Unfortunately!now!a!Master's!is!the!standard!for!jobs!that!a!B.A.!used!to!be.!Very!clever!of!businesses!and!universities!

to!devalue!a!Master's!to!the!status!of!a!B.A.!of!yesterday_!one!to!not!have!to!pay!more!for!those!who!have!one,!the!

other!to!profit!off!of!all!the!expensive!Master's!degrees.!

4/22/2015!2:59!PM!!

!

I!think!Ryerson!would!be!a!great!fit!for!a!Criminology!program!`!the!professors!are!amazing!and!would!be!an!amazing!

resource!for!graduate!students.!

4/22/2015!2:50!PM!!

!

Having!an!MA!program!in!Criminology!at!Ryerson!would!be!amazing!because!I!could!stay!with!my!home!university!

rather!than!having!to!go!to!another!university!(York!or!UofT).!This!way,I!and!other!Criminology!students!could!continue!

to!be!true!representative!of!the!Criminology!Program!at!Ryerson!University.!

4/22/2015!2:32!PM!!

!

I!would!apply!for!an!MA!at!Ryerson,!it!would!make!sense,!and!that!would!be!mean!that!I!would!have!the!possibility!of!

becoming!a!better!student!!!

4/22/2015!2:20!PM!!

!

you!are!losing!student!tp!other!school!because!of!not!having!MA!for!Criminology!

4/22/2015!1:59!PM!!

!

A!graduate!program!at!ryerson!in!Criminology!would!be!a!dream!come!true!!!

4/22/2015!1:41!PM!!

!

A!masters!program!at!Ryerson!would!be!an!amazing!opportunity!for!Criminology!students!like!myself!to!graduate!with!

a!masters!from!Ryerson.!

4/22/2015!1:38!PM!!

!

I!would!apply!,!also!the!length!is!very!important!,!whether!Ryerson!will!be!offering!MA!that!has!2!year!of!study!or!3.!

The!less!the!better.!

4/22/2015!1:38!PM!!

!
!
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Criminology Alumni Survey - MA Program ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

After$you$completed$your$BA$in$Criminology/Criminal$Justice,$did$you$apply$for$$
graduate$school?$

! ! ! !

Answered:$41$$
Skipped:$1$

!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

!

 
!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
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If$Ryerson$had$an$MA$in$Criminology,$would$you$have$applied$here?$ ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Answered:$42$$
Skipped:$0$
$
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If$YES,$you$would$have$applied$here,$would$an$MA$Criminology$at$Ryerson$be$your$first$choice?$ ! ! ! !

Answered:$29$$
Skipped:$10$ ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! !

!

Skipped:$10$
!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Are$you$currently$in$graduate$school$or$have$you$completed$graduate$school?$ ! ! ! ! ! !

Answered:$38$$
Skipped:$1$

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
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If$you$have$any$other$comments$about$a$Ryerson$MA$in$Criminology$please$let$us$know.$$
Thank$you$for$taking$our$survey!$
Showing!17!responses!
!

I!think!an!MA!that!supports!growth!in!the!work!force!is!mandatory.!I!understand!research!skills!and!contributing!to!the!world!of!

research!is!necessary,!but!in!the!long!run!`!creating!networks!and!establishing!skills!for!the!workforce!are!mandatory.!For!

example,!when!I!completed!by!undergrad!`!I!was!prevented!from!taking!a!co`op!at!Peel!Region!because!Ryerson!did!not!

support!a!co`op!in!my!program.!

5/5/2015!1:48!PM!!

!

Generally,!I!would!love!to!see!a!collaborative!program!that!includes!a!hands`on!approach/component!and!to!have!the!services!

offered!in!both!part`time!and!full`time!options.!

4/30/2015!11:56!AM!!

!

If!there!is!a!Ryerson!MA!in!Criminology/Criminal!Justice,!the!program!should!feature!a!part`time!and!continuing!education!

opportunity!as!well.!

4/30/2015!10:31!AM!!

!

I!think!a!Masters!in!Criminology!would!appeal!to!many!Ryerson!graduates,!graduates!from!other!schools!or!other!departments!

within!Ryerson!as!the!Criminology!department!has!built!a!strong!reputation.!The!Ryerson!Criminology!department!has!

excellent!academics!(great!professors!that!could!act!as!supervisors)!with!interesting!research!focuses!that!would!be!very!

attractive!to!many!graduates.!

4/30/2015!10:15!AM!!

!

Ryerson!should!have!had!a!Criminology!masters'!program!for!at!least!a!decade!or!so.!I!plan!on!going!to!ryerson!as!my!primary!

graduate!school.!

4/29/2015!11:57!AM!!

!

Ryerson!is!always!the!last!to!come!up!with!graduate!program!ideas.!They!haven't!found!a!good!way!to!secure!their!future!

graduating!students!so!they!end!up!applying!to!other!schools!because!Ryerson!doesn't!offer!anything!worth!taking!so!it!drives!

interest!elsewhere.!

4/27/2015!8:57!PM!!

!

It!depends!what!the!focus!of!study!is!here!with!the!Criminology!MA.!Lot!of!students!will!choose!based!on!what!kinds!of!study!

focuses!they!can!pursue.!I!answered!no!only!because!my!focus!of!study!is!not!very!well!developed!here!and!I!don't!believe!the!

faculty!will!be!able!to!give!me!the!full!support!I!need!to!dive!into!my!study!focus.!

4/27/2015!8:44!PM!!

!

MA!in!Criminology!with!a!placement!opportunity!would!be!amazing!!

4/27/2015!6:04!PM!!

!

Loved!the!BA!in!Criminology.!MA!in!Criminology!would!have!to!have!a!real!tangible!benefit!in!the!working!world!for!it!to!be!

successful!and!useful.!

4/27/2015!4:21!PM!!

!

Good!Luck!!

4/27/2015!3:57!PM!!

!

The!lack!of!career!support!during!my!undergraduate!degree!would!prevent!me!from!applying!to!an!MA!here.!After!attending!

Carleton!University,!I!would!advise!Criminology!at!Ryerson!to!implement!a!proper!internship/co`op!system!where!the!school!

facilitates!students!finding!jobs.!

4/26/2015!7:33!PM!!

!

This!is!my!last!semester!in!law!school,!but!always!my!intention!to!do!grad!work,!and!Ryerson's!grad!program!would!be!my!first!

choice.!Please!keep!me!posted.!

4/25/2015!1:29!PM!!

!

The!UGRD!program!was!interested!so!I'm!sure!an!MA!in!Criminology!would!be!interesting!!

4/24/2015!12:25!PM!!

!

I!applied!to!&!completed!law!school!after!my!undergrad!at!Ryerson.!I!have,!however,!considered!an!MA!in!legal!studies!and!

would!consider!Ryerson.!
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4/24/2015!12:04!AM!!

!

After!completing!my!MA!in!Criminology!at!the!University!of!Windsor!I!feel!it!is!very!important!for!Ryerson!to!include!a!statistics!

course!(or!at!least!the!option!of!one)!for!undergrads.!When!I!entered!my!MA!I!felt!like!I!was!missing!this!information!as!

students!coming!from!other!schools!had!taken!this!material!already.!Also!having!a!placement!option/course!for!the!MA!would!

be!ideal!for!students.!I!came!out!of!school!with!a!high!GPA!but!had!a!hard!time!finding!work!(even!with!a!MA)!It!was!throuth!

my!volunteer!work!at!JHS!that!I!was!able!to!obtain!employment.!I!know!that!the!University!of!Windsor!is!now!providing!

students!with!placements!in!the!criminal!justice!system!and!this!is!helping!them!to!network!and!build!experience.!

4/23/2015!4:04!PM!!

!

Would!be!something!I!would!seriously!be!interested!in!!Loved!my!experience!with!Ryerson!!

4/23/2015!3:46!PM!!

!

If!Ryerson!develops!an!MA!program!for!Criminology,!it!should!consider!pursuing!that!further!to!also!include!a!PhD!program.!

The!knowledge!from!mandatory!courses!/!criteria!for!many!PhD!programs!in!other!schools!that!do!have!a!graduate!studies!

program!in!Criminology,!are!built!on!the!knowledge!and!understanding!developed!during!their!MA!programs.!

4/23/2015!2:48!PM!!
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APPENDIX E: CRIMINOLOGY FACULTY SRC ACCOMPLISHMENTS (2011-2015) 
 
Research Funding Secured** 
Over the last 4 years, our 11 faculty have secured significant external funding as PI/co-PI: 
SSHRC Partnership Grant ($2.15 million) 
SSHRC Connection Grant ($16,000 and $25,000) 
SSHRC Insight Development Grant ($199,515; $147,799 and $58,600) 
SSHRC Partnership Development Grant ($200,000 - $1,368,638 from all sources) 
SSHRC Aid to Research Workshop Grant ($22,500) 
Defense Research and Development Canada (DRDC) ($190,000) 
Ontario HIV Treatment Network ($10,000 and $75,000) 
CIHR Dissemination Grant ($19,675) 
Public Safety Canada/Kanishka Fund ($350,264 and $236,992 and $187,818) 
 
Internal Funding Secured** 
FOA grant ($5,000); FOA travel grants (in varying amounts) 
Ryerson University Office of the Vice-President, Research and Innovation grant ($4,569 and $6,000) 
Department of Criminology grant ($7,000) 
FOA Experiential Learning grant ($1,600) 
Ryerson SSHRC Institutional Grant (SIG) ($6,999) 
Learning and Teaching Office ($2,900) 
 
Publications** 
Over the last 3 years, our 11 faculty have published over 40** peer reviewed journal articles/book chapters; 
produced 8 technical reports for government/community organizations/NGOs. 
 
Other SRC** 
Over the last 4 years, our 11 faculty have organized 5 conferences, attended, participated, and/or provided the key 
note address at 46 conferences/roundtables; given 16 community presentations on research; acted as external peer 
reviewers for approximately 32 journals, monographs, texts and/or grant applications; provided Research 
Assistant opportunities (paid) for 45 undergraduate and graduate students (many of which were outside of the 
department/University, because we do not yet have a graduate program of our own) and 63 community-based 
research assistants. 
 
** Denotes figures that are likely conservative, due to the lack of data received from all 11 faculty at the Department 
of Criminology. 
 

Interdisciplinary/Collaborative Research 
Our faculty members come from such diverse disciplines as history, law, women’s studies, social anthropology, 
Criminology, and sociology. Each maintains significant SRC activities that reflect their diverse academic 
backgrounds and expertise. 

Most of the current and past research conducted by our faculty members is interdisciplinary, and is conducted 
with researchers within and outside of Ryerson working within disciplines such as law, law & society, politics 
(international relations and security studies), public health, sociology, women’s studies, social work, philosophy, 
history, migration studies, business. 

Departments within Ryerson with which our faculty are currently collaborating include: Social Work; Child and 
Youth Studies; Centre for Immigration and Settlement; the Law Research Centre.  
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Universities/organizations with which our faculty are currently collaborating include: the Center for Sex Work 
Research and Policy; the Canadian Women’s Studies Association; the Gender Studies Association; the Toronto 
Police Service; the RCMP; CSIS; Public Safety Canada; Associate Director of the Canadian Network for 
Research on Terrorism, Security and Society (TSAS); President of the Canadian Association for Refugee and 
Forced Migration Studies (CARFMS); Centre de recherche et d’activités culturelles et communautaires pour les 
diversités; the Canadian Council for Refugees; The Law Society of Upper Canada; Women in International 
Security (WIIS); the Li Ka Shing Knowledge Institute at St. Michael’s Hospital; Laurential University; University 
of Toronto; University of Alberta; UBA; York University; McGill University; Carleton University; the University 
of Ottawa; Aboriginal Legal Services of Toronto; Pathways to Education; the Policing Literacy Initiative (PLI); 
the Somali-Canadian Association of Etobicoke; the Ontario Disability Support Program (ODSP); Nunavut 
Tunngavik Inc. (the Nunavut land claims organization); PASAN ; the Canadian HIV/AIDS Legal Network; the 
Ontario HIV Treatment Network; Legal Aid Ontario; Aboriginal Legal Services of Toronto; the African Canadian 
Legal Clinic. 

 
Experiential Learning Activities 
Our faculty have provided EL activities for our students in a variety of capacities, including: assisting in 
conference organization and participation in conference presentations (for example, the Moot court and criminal 
law practice seminar); “experiential” course assignments (such as attending the Aboriginal Persons Court and 
submitting a paper that links their observations with key course themes and readings); service learning; in-class 
learning and role playing with guest lecturers/practitioners (for example, cross/examining witnesses, submit 
Charter motions, conduct bail hearings with judges, lawyers, restorative justice circles); uploading student papers 
(after revision and with their formal consent) to the website of the Canadian Association for Refugee and Forced 
Migration Studies (CARFMA) Online Research and Teaching Tools; various Research Assistant opportunities; 
participation on EL committee; Project Lead and external consultant for zone education initiatives for the FOA 
(the Social Ventures one); assisting/facilitating student volunteer activities through our extensive network of 
community/organizational contacts and .student-led community based research opportunities. 

 
Community-Building Activities 
Our faculty are committed to community building and social justice activities, in both their personal and 
professional lives. Examples of some of our ongoing activities in this regard include: ongoing evaluation and 
policy advice for St. Felix Centre, downtown Toronto (drop-in, soup kitchen, women’s shelter, children’s 
programming); Advisory Board member, JusticeNet (provision of reduced-fee legal assistance for low income 
individuals); providing training and paid research assistant opportunities for community members as part of 
participatory research methodologies employed by several of our faculty members; active engagement with 
community groups and organizations, including Pathways to Education, the Tamil Student’s Association (TSA) at 
Ryerson, U of T, and York Universities; the Somali-Canadian Association of Etobicoke, the Policing Literacy 
Initiative; Positive Change (a community organization dedicated to the reduction of gun violence in Toronto); the 
Sex Work Policy Group; Maggie’s; The Toronto Sex Workers Action Project; Choice in Health Clinic; and 
Prisoners’ with HIV/AIDS Support Action Network.; research and policy development in collaboration with 
activist lawyer and social worker regarding the gap in the provision of legal services for individuals in the Ontario 
Disability Support Program (ODSP); work with Nunavut Tunngavik Inc. regarding crime prevention strategies in 
Nunavut.  
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APPENDIX F: LETTERS OF SUPPORT AND COMMITMENT 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
To: Dr. Mohamed Lachemi, Provost and VP Academic 
Dr. Jennifer Mactavish, Dean, Yeates School of Graduate studies 
 
From: Dr. Jean-Paul Boudreau, Dean, Faculty of Arts 
Date: June 9, 2015 
Subject: MA in Criminology and Social Justice 
 

I am writing to provide my full support for the proposed MA in Criminology and Social Justice in the Faculty 
of Arts. 

The proposed graduate program in Criminology and Social Justice is a highly interdisciplinary graduate degree 
with a strong foundation in social justice research, community connections, and experiential learning. The MA 
program will foster excellence in scholarly and research endeavours by creating the conditions in which 
graduate students can develop essential research and professional skills, play an integral and vital role in 
faculty SRC activities and, in turn, receive mentoring, supervision, training, and support. The program will 
also provide graduate students with opportunities to develop broad transferrable knowledge and competencies, 
and promote a robust SRC culture in Criminology and Social Justice. It will meet the societal demand for 
highly qualified personnel in the private, public, and not-for-profit sectors, and importantly, will promote 
diversity of knowledge, world views, and experiences in learning and research, and will be relevant to 
changing careers and professions through education. 

This proposal makes a strong case for the way in which the MA in Criminology and Social Justice 
differentiates itself from other Criminology related graduate degrees. Specifically, this program will prepare 
students for professional and leadership roles in private, public, and non- profit sectors related to social justice. 
Moreover, the MA Criminology and Social Justice will provide students with the theoretical, methodological, 
and professional foundations required for understanding various forms of inequalities as they intersect with the 
criminal justice system, and improving access to justice. The strong interdisciplinary and social justice focus 
of the faculty in the Department of Criminology will be instrumental in bringing the curriculum to life for 
students, through a community-partnership/experiential learning approach that would complement and 
supplement the scholarly knowledge, theory, and research they are exposed to in the classroom. 

I strongly support the development of the MA in Criminology and Social Justice. 

 

Dr. Jean-Paul Boudreau 
Dean, Faculty of Arts 
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